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THE JOHN ROLFE MUSEUM
AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTER

THE FINAL REPORT

The John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center, as
of September 1988, completed its status as a two-year recip-
ient of the Excellence in Education, Special School Grant
# ERI-G-86-0092. Due to the in-depth extensiveness of the
Year-One Report, December 1987, and the understanding that
the Year-One Report will accompany this Final Report, the in-
formation to be provided here will only capsulate the origi-
nal status of the project and year-one progress. As directed,
this final account, with the exception of a year-one summary
and the objectives and their supporting activities, will
encompass only year-two activities and growth.

Before reporting on the specific areas of the museum
progress as it has built on the previous year's accomplish-
ments, thoughts must be shared on the undergirding philosophy
of the entire project. Revitalizing the humanities and
dissolving what seems to be a nationwide stereotype of his-
tory as a static discipline have been two major driving
forces behind its development. These genuine concerns were
aptly expressed by Charles Sydnor, President of Emory and
Henry College and speechwriter for former Governor Robb. In
a speech delivered to the Virginia Foundation for the Humani-
ties he said,

"What are the stakes in the extremely impor-
tant enterprise...in examining how the humanities
may gain a greater place and a stronger role in

the secondary curriculum?

The stakes are enormous. There is no other
effort now contemplated or undertaken in American
education, at any level, more critical to the
development of the minds of the young or to their
preparation for inheriting the future we will leave
them, than the re-emphasis on the humanities at the
secondary level."

The stakes are the children and their perceptions of them-
selves in relation to the legacies left for them, and the
future they create for themselves! This responsibility lies
in the hands of many. Statistics show that providing for the
many academic experiences that encompass the humanities is at
a low ebb. Not only each school system, but each teacher,
must net that need through adopting different techniques
which stir a desire to learn. The John Rolfe Museum is one
serious and creative effort in that direction.

Another national and local concern being emphasized in
the Rolfe Museum is the emphasis on thinking, questioning and
inquiry as catalysts in an historical and humanitarian quest.



It is learning to locate and analyze evidence and discern the
truth in our historical legacy--local, state, and national
legacies too precious to be lost to our children. They are
the ones who carry it forward. We as educators must do our
parts to teach young people to relate the past to the present
and future, to gain a better perception of themselves and
others, and to think critically and creatively in the process.
Our calling is to accomplish these goals in meaningful and
exciting ways so learning is internalyzed and applied. If we
do not meet these crucial needs and capitalize on our legacies,
they are lost to the next generation in ignorance and in-
difference. Does it matter? Yes, it does, and these positive
attitudes will prevail in the Rolfe Museum and other places
that it touches.

The demographics for John Rolfe Middle School remain
virtually unchanged from previous reports. The John Rolfe
Museum has, however, begun to expand its audience beyond
those students previously using the facility and materials.
In addition to greater use of the museum at Rolfe, teachers
at two other Henrico County Schools have objects, documents,
and activities presently on loan in their classrooms. One is
using the reproduction objects and primary sources as integral
parts of historical research conducted by her students. The
other teacher is using an artifact kit and an interpretive
activity to teach students how to use a museum as a resource.
Neither school, Tuckahoe nor Byrd Middle Schools, is involved
with the museum enough to justify additional demographic data,
but it is a significant beginning.

Before reporting on year-two progress, it is essential
to review the level of activity prior to funding and summarize
growth during the first year of the grant. At the time the
grant was awarded in September, 1986, The John Rolfe Museum
and Historical Research Center was a six-year old idea with
a small, local history document collection, a number of re-
production Indian artifacts made by the students, mounted en-
larged photographs and histc':ical activities, and two display
cases located in the Talented and Gifted Center in the school.
The project had the support of the Rolfe administration and
PTA and had received some funding from the county's Director
of Secondary Education. Community support was also evident
through donations of historical information. Prior to the
grant there was Alt', staff position to administer the museum's
development and growth.

With the grant a new and exciting phase emerged. The
grant funding was the much needed impetus giving rise to an
in-house museum which sparked the interest of students, fac-
ulty, and the community. A part-time staff position was
created allowing two days a week for museum work. A class-
room was transformed into a museum setting and a partitioned
research center. Eight exhibits were planned through the
cooperative efforts of students, the museum coordinator, and
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a professional exhibit designer. Area and state historical
institutions and museums became involved with the intensive
work and research being conducted by the students and museum
coordinator. Materials for exhibit construction were pur-
chased as was a voluminous amount of archival material and
historical data for research and exhibition. Seven hundred
and seventy books of an historical and literary nature were
donated by a Richmond historian. Lessons, activities, and
units were developed by the museum coordinator. As many as
fifteen presentations have been given for teachers in Henrico
and other school systems, for communIty organizations, and
for state and international conferences and a university
class. Monetary contributions and community interest have
been forthcoming. With the awarding of this grant, came
another Excellence in Education award from a state university.
The Year -Ore Report and this Final Report provide the exten-
sive details which make these above advancements come alive.
The grant, in essence, made this museum and research center
possible.

In detailing the progress of the project it is imperative
to note four factors which have had an adverse influence on
its development since last December. One factor was that the
$15,000 grant amount for year two was devoted fully to per-
sonnel allocations, and there were no allowances for carry-
over funds for year two of the grant. This fact was not known
at the outset of the grant. This necessity meant no money
for materials and operating expenses. The only funds availa-
ble for that purpose were community contributions. Collec-
tion acquisition, exhibit development, and other activities
were curtailed. Another factor is that a full-time position,
stated in the grant proposal for year two, did not become a
reality.

The museum coordinator continued to direct and teach in
the Program for the Talented and Gifted at Rolfe and admin-
ister the museum's development simultaneously. Thus, museum
work was once again limited to two days a week. ne time was
just not available to execute every phase of the oliginalpro-
posal. The third factor which adversely affected the momen-
tum of the project was a decision by the School Board not to
budget for a museum staff position once the grant expired.
This decision made last March, raised questions as to the
future of the project. Prior to this decision the museum
coordinator made extensive efforts to justify this funding
through meetings with Central Office personnel, the prepara-
tion of a detailed operating budget, the request for personnel
which was submitted, and a brief presentation to the Superin-
tendent of Schools, an Assistant Superintendent, and members
of the School Board. r.otails of these efforts are delineated
171 the Year-One Report, December 1987, and the March, 1988
Quarterly Report.

As of September, 1988, the museum is not staffed. The
coordinator is now teaching full-time and directing the Pro-
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gram for the Talented and Gifted. So much progress in the
last two years makes putting an end to the project incon-
ceivable, but it cannot exist and accomplish its goals with-
out professional. direction. With fervent belief that it is
a unique and valid educational program and an optimism in its
value and potential, the coordinator is attempting to maintain
the project and encourage its use by teachers and students
until further funding materializes. These efforts will be
described in other areas of the report.

In addition to these problems it should be noted that
from the 1986-87 school sessions to the present, John Rolfe
Middle School has had three different principals in three
years. This fact renders continuity of administrative support
and in-depth knowledge of the project virtually impossible.
In addition to new principals, both assistant principals have
also changed since 1986.

Des/Ate these four factors, the museum coordinator con-
tinues to fervently believe in the need for and potential of
the project. The museum and historical research class con-
tinues to work on the museum's development under the direction
of the coordinator during her teaching schedule, and other
efforts are being made to keep the project alive despite the
lack of any personnel or staff time. Within the last few
months $2,950 was allocated by the Superintendent for materi-
als and operating needs. This funding gave some much needed
assistanc-,, but the project cannot survive without personnel.
To reverse the process, however, as well as the monetary in-
vestment, and most of all to nullify the intellectual and
creative energies of the students would be tragic.

The types of activities and studies which have been pro-
vided for the students encompass a multitude of experiences.
These experiences can be categorized to incorporate the follow-
ing:

-training in historical research methods
- research on seventeenth century Virginia and England
-teaching and application of critical and creative
thinking skills

-emphasis on a respect for historical and democratic
legacies and their relationships to the present

- teaching students specialized vocabulary and how to
teach other students through the use of the museum
resources

-development of positive attitudes and a spirit for
active inquiry and learning

-museum functions and operations
-use of other museums
- interview and auestioning skills
-presentations
-investigations and projects in local history
-exhibit design and development
- exposure and activities related to historical research
careers.
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The museum and historical research class is devoting its
two class periods a week to local history research and an in-
vestigation of John Rolfe and Pocahontas. This research will
constitute the information displayed in the Rolfe-Pocahontas-
Varina exhibit for which plans have been designed. The pro-
jected completion date for this exhibit is early spring, 1989.

The Henrico County Media Department agreed to transfer the
student-written data to acetate strips with old English letter-

ing. Visuals for this exhibit were acquired from the Virginia
State Library and the Virginia Historical Society.

Three other topics for which some exhibit research has
been conducted by students are sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
tury English life and architecture. In addition, students
have conducted extensive research on English herb gardens of

the same period. Their research has included an introductory
session with a horticulturalist and an herb specialist and
visits to a sixteenth centuiy. English house and museum, These
visits afforded the students opportunities to tour the herb
gardens there and to actually work with a horticulturalist in
digging and cultivating a practice plot. As a result of the
students' work and research in this area, one student has
established an herb garden of his own and contributed research
materials and samples to a classroom display.

The John Rolfe Middle School Community Council, an active

group of school and community patrons, donated $500 to the Rolfe

Museum for the herb garden. This Council has followed the
museum's development, and its members have contributed their
interest, support, and suggestions.

In addition to the gift of the Rolfe Community Council,
the Varina Woman's Club gave a contribution to the museum

again this year. The gift in the amount of $250 affirms the
continued support of this community organization. Their de-

sire to remain informed of the museum's progress was evident
through a second invitation to present a program in the museum.

This presentation was given in April, 1988.

The professional exhibit consultant who worked with the
project during year one, was not involved with the project
during year two due to a lack of funds. Through recent

community contributions and county funds budgeted for opera-
ting expenses and materials, he will be called upon during the
coming year to evaluate the execution of several of his ex-
hibit designs and to assist in the development of additional

plans.

In a continued effort to disseminate information about
the museum and its educational, research, and enjoyment oppor-
tunities a number of presentations were given during the past

year. These presentations have ranged from educators to
community groups to an internationalconference. Educators

who have been exposed to the museum and its purposes this past
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year include teachers in seven of the ten departments
at John

Rolfe. These presentations
given from October, 1978 through

spring, 1988, involved approximately
sixty Rolfe staff members.

Because of the museum's major historical
focus, teachers in

the history department
were given a special afternoon seminar

in October,
1988 to inform them of the museum's purposes, pro-

vide them with an inventory,
acquaint them with the nature of

the interpretive
activities,

and discuss ways in which they

car make use
of the facility.

Other teachers in the county

who have been in the museum for workshops
and seminars include

the middle and high school history department
chairmen and the

county History Coordinator,
and the middle school teachers in

the Programs
for the Talented and Gifted.

Several groups within the school system have requested

programs or presentations.
These groups include the Superin-

tendent and School Board, the County Advisory Board for the

Program for the Talented and Gifted, the Henrico Association

of Education Office Personnel,
and the John Rolfe Middle School

Community Council. Community organizations
receiving presen-

tations on the project were the Varina Woman's Club and the

Friends of Varina.

Within the museum community,
meetings relating to the

museum's goals and programs have been held with staff members

at the Museum of the Confederacy
and Stratford Hall. Strat-

ford Hall was interested
in the Rolfe Museum's activities and

educational
strategies

for inclusion
of ideas in a nationally

offered residential
seminar. The Museum of the Confederacy

donated on indefinite
loan a replica of a nineteenth

century

trunk holding primary source reproductions
from their collec-

tion. Examples of sources acquired include 1860's newspapers,

a map, prints, a journal recording,
sheet music, and objects

in a soldier's haversack.
Accompanying

this outreach program

in the form of a traveling
kit is a three-week

classroom

curriculum
based on the inquiry process of learning.

The most far-reaching
opportunity

for dissemination
came

with an invitation
to present at the International

Reading

Conference
in Toronto, Canada. The title of this presentation

was "An In-school Museum: Building Identity and Critical

Thought." The major areas of focus were how the project

originated,
the grant

funding, an overview of project goals,

exhibit development,
the nature of the collection,

and the

roles of the students
in its development

and educational
pro-

grams. Two overriding themes permeating
these topizs through-

out the presentation
were the educational

philosophy
as it re-

lates to student learning and application
of critical think-

ing skills and methods of replication.

Distributed
at each presentation

were booklets on the

museum. Although each different booklet is prepared
to meet

the needs of a particular
audience, a general description

of

this dissemination
material

included a number of facets of
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the museum's objectives, activities, guidelines for using

any museum, suggested activities, and volunteer opportuni-

ties. Dissemination of materials, ideas and objectives of

the project has been a major goal during the past two years.

In addition to dissemination efforts of the museum

coordinator, students have had an active role in this goal,

as well as in the actual teaching process. The museum and

historical research group, who work on the museum's develop-

ment, has given presentations and "tours" of the facility.

They have created the exhibits, assisted in the writing of

activities and have served as "young ambassadors" in sharing

their enthusiasm for the project. Three students in the

museum group painted a mural for a special statewide pro-

gram, "Jamestown: Another Perspective." The 8' x 4' mural

is now on exhibition at Jamestown Festival Park along with

twenty-six other student contributions from around the state.

Last January, all of the sixth grade students in the

Program for the Talented and Gifted (TAG) taught groups

from eleven sixth grade classes in the Rolfe Museum. The

lessons they learned to develop included object analysis,

critical thinking skills, skills on how to use a museum

as a resource, and information on local and regional museums.

Them 1-:sson ideas and activity materials are stored in the

museum for future use,
The sixth grade TAG students this year are serving as

museum resources for their social studies or science classes.

The emphasis will be on enhancing classroom instruction

through the diverse slAirces of knowledge available in

Richmond's museums. These students will also focus on the

variety of resources available in the John Rolfe Museum.

An exciting addition to student involvement in the

museum is a group of students who have not been active

participants in the museum prior to September, 1988. They

initiated a request to do volunteer work which is much

needed. They work in'the museum. two afternoons a week

during the school's Study/Activity period.
As stated in the original grant application and the

Year One Report, the magnitude of the John Rolfe Museum and

Historical Research Center project determined the need for

a large number of objectives. For each objective, many

activities have been accomplished or are being implemented

on an on-going basis. Each objective is stated with a list

of supporting activities. This segment of this final re-

port will address the full two-year grant period, giving

ways in which each objective has been met since the grant

funding began.

1. To strengthen history and develoo renewed interest

in and respect for its significance in conveying our

historical, social, and democratic legacies.

a. The project is established within a school setting.

b. All of the objectives and activities are aimed

at this broad goal.
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c. The museum itself, the activities, and the

research
methods appear to stimulate excite-

ment for history.

2. To encourage
interest in and knowledge of Varina's

heritage as significant in local, state, and national

history and to further develop pride in the area.

a. Maps in exhibits focus on Henrico County with

special
attention given to Varina.

b. A proposal has been discussed with a staff member

at the Division of Historic
Landmarks for museum

students to work on research for an historical

marker on Rolfe and Pocahontas in Varina

c. Architectural and archaeological survey files

researched by students will be copied for our

collection.
d. Mayor focus of museum is on'the Varina area and

Rolfe and Pocahontas who lived in the area.

e. Relationship of Rolfe's tobacco crop to economic

growth in the Virginia colony, and thus, the

nation is emphasized.
f. History, architectural information, and photo-

graphs of Varilia Farm (where Rolfe and Pocahontas

are said to have lived) has been added to the

collection by students and. community members.

q. Cured tobacco, a model of an early Virginia ware-

house, and information on tobacco are in the

museum.
h. Division of Historic Landmarks records on Varina

area have been researched.

i. Several histories of Virg/11.a families have been

donated.
j. Presentations on the museum and the historical

importance of the Varina area have been given to

Varina Woman's Club, John Rolfe Community Council,

Varina Annex Community Council, Varina and Highland

Springs Elementary, Middle and High School princi-

pals and community council Chairmen, and Friends

of V&rina.
k. I have met with individual community members.

1. The museum was awarded $500 by the 'Varina Woman's

and $500 by the Vezina Junior Woman's Club.

m. Several papers on Varina history have been donated.

Stments have researched Varina history and devel-

oped a file of materials.

n. An update presentation was given to the Varina

Woman's Club in April, 1988. The club donated

$250.00 to the museum at that time.



o. An update presentation was given to the John
Rolfe Community Council. The Council donated
$500.00 to the museum fir the development of one
of the exhibits, the seventeenth century herb
garden.

p. Students visited Varina On the James and
interviewed its owner, Mrs. W. A. Stoneman, Sr.
on the history of the farm and the Varina area.

q. A small graphics display on Varina Farm and a map
of the Varina area will be placed in the
research center.

r. Mrs. Janet Stoneman visited the museum class to
serve as a follow-up resource on the students'
visit to Varina Farm. The land on which the
farm is located is part of the tract owned by
John Rolfe in the early 1600's.

3. To instill pride in the students and community as
preservers of history and strengthen school ties
to the community

a. All of the above activities also relate to the
objective.

b. Emphasis has been placed on the museum and research
center as a clearing house for Varina history
and area family histories.

c. The museum is being developed by students.
d. Community members have been invited to work as

volunteers.
e. Booklets on the museum list types 'of volunteer

work needed.
f. Varina Woman':; Club invited me to their year-

end banquet and program to emphasize what the
museum was doing for the Varina area. A county
newspaper repfxter was there to highlight the
museum and the Club's donation.

g. During a research visit to the Virginia
Historical Society, the archivist emphasized the
importance of the work that the students were
doing.

h. The Varina Woman's Club continues to take an
active interest in the museum's development.
The club wrote a letter to the Superintendent
of Schools supporting the museum and its
continuation.

4. To develop interprofessionan cooperation and
effective communication between schools and museums,
as well as the business and governmental communities.

a. Staffs at area museums and instituticns have worked
with students and given of their time and resources.

b. This museum has had a three-year association with
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Jamestown where much guidance has been given.
c. Work with the Valentine Museum staff has resulted

in their request to visit this museum and share
ideas.

d. Agecroft Hall ( sixteenth century English country
home brought to Richmond) staff initiated contact
with this museum to offer assistance due to em-
phass on same time period of history.

e. V.C.U. professor brought a graduate class to the
museum for a workshop.

f. The above workshop led to an invitation for a
joint presentation on museums at the International
Reading Conference.

g. I am a member of the History and Geography Alliance
in Richmond whose purpose is to bring cooperative
efforts between educational institutions and
museums.

h. Emphasis has been placed on educational use of
community resources.

i. Field trip goals, guidelines, follow-up, and
suggestions have been developed to encourage class-
room use of community resources.

j. I wrote a booklet for museum educators on guidance
for more effective communication and cooperative
work with schools.

k. Several meetings have been held with the
Curator of Education at The Museum of the
Confederacy to discuss the Rolfe Museum and
ways in which he can assist in the development.

1. The Museum of the Confederacy donated a repro-
duction trunk, newspapers, artifacts, and a
number of mounted photographs for use in the
Rolfe Museum. These indefinite loans are for
use in classrooms as traveling kits.

m. A staff member at Stratford Hall visited the
Rolfe Museum to gain ideas for a summer seminar
there.

n. The Director of the Virginia Historical Society
will visit the museum in January to learn more
about the project and offer his assistance.

o. The Division of Historic Landmarks is willing
to work with the students on a local history
project involving an historical marker.

p. Students are serving as museum resources by
contacting local museums and obtaining infor-
mation and activities for classroom teachers.

5. To collect information about the man, John Rolfe,
and his contributions to Virginia's and the nations'
economic development, and to develop knowledge of
early seventeenth century Virginia Indians with
particular emphasis on Pocahontas and her marriage
to John Rolfe.



The list of materials developed and acquired have all
been listed in a previous part of this paper. A few
examples, however, will be related below:

a. John Rolfe:
Rolfe Famil Records (2) The Rolfe Papers (4)
op es of a o e ietter to Sir Thomas Dale.
A collection of student research from the State
Library; An interpretive paper form Jamestown
Education Department.

b. Pocahontas:

A collection of prints photographed by the State
Library; an interpretive paper from Jamestown
Education Department; Several papers donated by
community members; A book and its manuscript, The
Romance of Pocahontas; A collection of student
research from Library,

c. Rolfe and Pocahontas..

History of Varina Farm, The History of Henrico
County; 20" x 24" photographs of State
Library prints of the marriage of Rolfe and
Pocahontas and of her baptism.

d. Economy/tobacco

Model of an early Virginia tobacco warehouse;
Rack of cured tobacco;
Book on tobacco objects;
Above sources on Rolfe;
Article in TAG newspaper;

e. The Virginia Indians:

Three major exhibits in the museum;
A collection of Woodland Indian (seventeenth century)
tools and objects;
Pocahontas collection;
Mounted copies of deBry engravings made from
1590's drawings (10-8" x 12's");
Mounted Photographs of Jamestown Indian village
(20- 8' x 12's").

f. Students conducted research for a day at the
Virginia Historical Society. The major portion
of documents researched and copied related to
John Rolfe. One significant source is a
lengthy letter in Rolfe's hand written to Sir
Thomas Dale requesting permission to marry
Pocahontas. Other documents on Rolfe and
Pocahontas were also added to the collection.

g. The museum group is currently conducting
extensive research on Rolfe and Pocahontas for

large 8' x 7' exhibit. The students are also
assisting with the exhibit design.

11
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6. To provide information on Varina Farm, its classifi-
cation as a Virginia Historic Landmark, and its
significance in local, state, and national history.

A number of materials have been collected on Varina

farm which include:.

a. Two papers on the history of Varina Farm

b. Student interview notes and photographs of
conversation with present owner.

c. Copies of Division of Historic Landmark survey

files in support of its designation as a Virginia

Historic Landmark.
d. Infomation on the history and architecture as set

forth in The Development of Colonial Architecture
in the County of Henrico.

e. Classroom sets of copies of, photographs of archi-

tectural features.
See also supportive data for objective #2.

f. See Objective #2, items p, q, and r.

7. To collect and incorporate local beritage resources

into the existing curriculum.

Resources on local heritage and books on how research

and record it include:

a. The History_ofigoEnte.
Sources Ilife-4ii0bjective 5 and 6.

b. Historic Houses Along the James: Tours for

S dent Groups.
c. A Guidebook to Virginia's Historical Markers.

d. Nearb Histor , Exploring the Past Around You.

e. T e V rgin a Landmarks ReifTier.

f. Local History Collections
g. Researchin Writin , and Publishin Local History

h. Local Government Records, An Intro uction to
their Mana ement Preservation, and Use

i. Gu
Virginia Historica Scciety

j. Tracing Your Ancestry, A Guidebook
k. Tracing Your Ancestry, A Logboa--
1. Recording Your Family History.

8. To provide a variety of historical resources and

documents pertaining to United States history and

the upcoming U.S. Constitution Bicentennial.

Housed in the historical research center, an abundance

resources on American history and the Constitution

presently exist. These resources include.

a. 770 books primarily on eighteenth, nineteenth and

twentieth century history.
b. Eight National Archives units ranging from the

Constitution to the 1950's. Each unit contains a

12
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significant number of primary source and document

copies. A list is included in the materials

section.
c. The Documents of Freedom posters (Declaration of

Independence, Constitution and Bill of Rights).

d. Books on the Constitution range from copies of the

document, to the Constitutional Convention to the

The Federalist Papers,

e. An extensive file has been amassed on the U.S.

Constitution and the Bicentennial.

f. Correspondence with the Virginia Bicentennial

Commission has resulted in the museum's

receiving
newsletters on a regular basis.

g. Primary source kits, Vir inia History in

Documents, 1621-1788 an Description of the

Country:Virginia Cartographers allTelrMaps,

M07-188 were
purcHTiW17T6157 t e Virginia

State Library.

9. To develop analytical and interpretive lessons on

object analysis, works of art as social documents,

architecture, and the use of primary sources.

a. A slide program, "Search for the Past," has been

developed and focuses on the reseracher, architec-

tural historian, archaeologist, curator, and

interp. r and the types of sources they each use

to study the past.
b. Lessons on object analysis include two artifact

boxes on Colonial life, a suggested guide for

developing a lesson, and a completely developed

lesson with objectives, questions, student activity

sheets, and ideas for extension.

c. Students have made reproduction Indian objects

using authentic materials and process.

d. Several students developed an object analysis

lesson using combinations of prints and photo-

graphs.
e. Activities on works of art as social documents

provide a new avenue for analyzing the past. Those

developed thus far include a unit, "Creative and

Critical Thinking In the World of Art," a series

of interpretive questions which guide a student

through a painting- available on paper or in

bulletin form, and a diverse collection of art

prints from the National Gallery of Art,

f. Also included in the area of art are three visually

stimulating books for classroom use on art inter-

pretation and extensive notes taken during programs

for students in the National Gallery.

g. Architecture is mainly addressed through a book of

lessons in Henrico County architecture. In addition,

architectural survey files for the Varina area have

been researched by students and identified for

copying.



h. A great deal of emphasis has been placed on learning

how to identify, appreciate and interpret primary

sources. Some of the developed activities include

primary and secondary source identification, validity

of sources, and fact and opinion.(1 wrote these

several years ago before the grant, but they are used

in the museum and available to teacter4,

i. Also available on primary sources are a unit and
extensive individual lessons with accompanying
materials developed by Colonial Williamsburg, a
lesson in interpretation using three children's letters

of the Revolutionary period, copies of aources
dating to the early 1600's from Jamestown Collection
and eight units which each include about fifty copies

of primary documents.(National Archives).
j. A transparency on prlmary sources was designed for

classroom use or teacher inservice.
k. The lesson on object analysis has been rewritten

for clarity and better sequencing of activities.
1. A search and analysis activity has been written

on museum functions.
m. A sources of knowledge activity using artifacts,

natural specimens, architecture, primary sources,
and art has been written, "In Search of Clues to
Knowledge."

n. Three activity sheets have been developed to
accompany analysis of history, science, 'and art
exhibits. These activities were designed
jointly by the museum coordinator and a teacher
at Byrd Middle School.

10. To focus on present and future issues of Richmond and

Henrico County, Virginia and the United States, and the

relationship of those issues to past development and

lifestyles.

a. The Major focus at this point have been on issues
related to Varina and its threatened historic life-
style due to an interstate connector and a new sewage

treatment plant. Population growth is also a con-

sideration.
b. Files are being developed on modern day issues in

Henrico County and Richmond.

11. To involve students at John Rolfe, Varina High School,
and other county schools, in research for the museum's
development.

a. There has been on-going museum and historical research
class every year for the past six years (within the
Talented and Gifted Program).

b. Other students, recommended by history teachers, have

have participated in special activities and field
trips. In time, the class itself will include a
greater cross-section of students.

c. Student activities in museum development now relate to
the five major museum functions as they work on
collections, research, preservation, exhibits and in-

terpretation.
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d. High school students who were in the museum class
have visited and been up-dated on the progress,
particularly since the grant, but they have little

or no time to participate actively. After school

hours have been discussed.
e. One high school student is an active contributor

to the museum at this time. He is painting the
4' x 10' mural for an exhibit. He has been work-
ing on it since last spring and is almost finished.
He is also writing a log and diary to be used with
the exhibits interpretation.

f. Books on exhibit design, levels, and developing
history-related activities for young people have
been purchased for student and teacher reference.

g. Technical leaflets from the American Association
for State and Local History on developing and
accessioning collections, designing exhibits, and
developing history related activities for young
people have been purchased for student and teacher

Use.
h. Sixth grade students in the Talented and Gifted

Program designed museum-related lessons and

taught them in the Rolfe Museum. Students in

eleven sixth grade classes were released by

their teachers to participate.
i. There is now a museum volunteer group which

works in the musuem two periods a week. They

initiated this request to be involved in Septem-

ber, 1988.
j. Students are serving as museum resources for

classroom teachers.
k. A second high-school student, formerly involved

with the museum's development, will continue his

work on the prehistoric Indian exhibit during
after-school hours.

12. To provide an on-going museum training c for
students interested in historical research and other
areas of the humanities.
See supportive data for Objective #4 and #11.

13. To stimulate students and teachers to conduct
research activities and emulate the work of pro-
fessional historians.
The activities in each of the other objectives
support this important goal.

14. To utilize staff expertise and resources of local

museums in the development and oneration of The
John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center
and its subsequent educational programs.
See, particularly, supportive data for objectives
#'s 4,5,6,8 and 11. Other objectives also address

it as well.
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15. To teach creative thinking skills so as to draw
inferences from the past and present, project change
for the future, and to initiate meaningful histori-
mrs projects in the local areas.

16. To teach critical thinking skills, and
17. To teach the Scientific Inquiry Process as a problem-

solving approach to history and as a valid tool for
self-directed learning in any discipline.

a. These objectives are so interrelated, that all
of the skills are usually incorporated into any
given activity or area of research.

b. The entire project is built upon an educational
philosophy of which the critical and creative
thinkinT skills are integral parts. These
skills permeate all learning situations.

c. Teaching and developing thinking and problem-
solving skips are crucial objectives in
Henrico County Schools and learning opportuni-
ties in the Rolfe Museum are synonymous with
the development of thinking.

d. Since all activities encompass these objectives,
only a few examples will be given. Copies of
several activities are included in the Appendix.

e. The use of the inquiry method underlies most
activities. Refer to the transparency series
in the Appendix of the Year One Report. These
transparencies on primary sources, the inquiry
process and related skills and attitudes, and
broad attitudinal goals are used for instruction
and presentations and workshops.

f. Since January, 1988, special emphasis has been
placed on research skills including identifying
places, types of sources, assembling and
organizing data, distinguishing fact from opinion,
evaluating sources, and identifying appropriate
criteria for determining the validity of
conflicting data.

g. Teacher workshops and conference presentations
focus on thinking skills and research
methodology as important goals in the museum's
operation.

h. Student activities and materials prepared for
educators emphasize analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.

i. Object analysis, primary source interpretation,
lessons on types of sources, content research,
inquiry into historical problems, interviewing
and on site work, and exhibit development are
types of learning experiences which require all
levels of thinking.
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18. To develop classrcom activities and resources which
can be replicated and disseminated.
See sections of report on materials developed and
acquired, and types of acti,fities. Evidence is also
available through other objectives and in the appendix.

19. To incorporate an interdisciplinary approach to the
museum and historical research center with special
emphasis on the humanities.
Interdisciplinary instruction is another crucial con-
sideration in educational experiences. Students
need to see the interrelationship of ideas, events,
and disciplines. The museum attempts to provide this
perspective and encourage thought patterns which lead
to a clearer understanding of relationships and the
humanities.,

a. Major themes of exhibits are both historical and
environmental.

b. Focus on poeple and land is a common thread in
most exhibits.

c. The exhibit on life in England in the late six-
teenth and early seventeenth centuries will
highlight art, architecture, historical events,
literature, music, government, and the sciences.

d. Primary sources are historical, literary, artistic,
scientific and political in nature.

e. An outdoor extension of the museum will be
a seventeenth century herb garden. The garden
will be designed, planted and maintained by
students, staff, and community members.This
exhibit will add horticulture, cuisine, and
medicine to the research disciplines . A
student is presently working on this area and
our Community Council has expressed an in-
terest in providing some of the funds.

f. Presentations to Rolfe teachers are being
conducted by departments so as to relate the
museum resources, activities , and objectives
to each area of content. Teachers are also
asked to share their suggestions as to how to
better relate the museum to the instructional
needs of students in that discipline. This
exchange of ideas has been quite productive,
thus far, and the following are !nulls of
what the discussion revealed:

-Home Economics and Teen Living7the
seventeenth century herb garden, foods
and fashions of the period
-Vocational Arts- technology of the period
- English- use of letters, journals, prints,
etc. for creative writing assignments and

research skills
- Physical Education. games of different
historical periods.
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As ideas for all departments are gathered and

and implemented, the projedt will assume an

even greater interdisciplinary structure.

g. See paper in Appendix, submitted for a graduate

class, The Arts and Sciences Revisited. Emphasis

is on the integration of the arts, sciences, and

the humanities in the Rolfe Museum and the

curriculum as a whole.

20. To teach skills on how to use a museum as a source

of learning and enjoyment, and to provide infor-

mation on local museum programs, exhibits, and

services.

a. Students gather information on museums when

using as resources.
b. Files are being established on each musuem

in Richmond and the surrounding area.

c. Lessons have been developed on observation

and interpretation of exhibits.

d. An intensive unit has been written on how

to use a museum as a resource. All sixth

grade Talented and Gifted students at Rolfe

and Byrd Middle Schools have been taught
this vinit. As an outlet for their knowledge,

they will be teaching lessons to other sixth

grade students in both schools. The unit

and the students' lessons will be available

to teachers through the Museum.
e, Five slide programs have been developed
on museums, types of exhibits, and how to
interpret and learn from them.

f. I have developed another slide program
on Richmond's cultural, historical, and
educational resources ("The Riches of
Richmond").

g. See Objective #11.

21. To provide information and on-site study in
museum related careers,

a. The slide program,"Searbh"for the Past,"
provides information on museum and history
careers,

b. Students have interviewed staff members at
several museums.

c. The AASLH leaflets cover many areas of
museum work.

d. Students have analyzed a film on museums
relating the specific tasks to the major
museum functions.

e. Professional vocabulary has been emphasized
and students are encouraged to use terms
relevant to careers and specialized responsi-
bilities.

18
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f. Students' activities on the museum are tied in
with the museum functions.

g. Archaeology sites and laboratories have been
investigated.

h. A number of other objectives relate to this one,
i. A number of American Association for State and

Local History publications and posters now in
the museum provide professional guidelines on
how a museum functions and specific responsibi-
lities of staff positions.

These supporting activities for each objective are very speci-
fic but because of the two year period covered, there are sane
examples which have probably been omitted unknowingly.

Anticipated outcomes of the project have exceeded the
original plan in many areas but in others have fallen short
of the overall goal. The most obvious disappointment was the
lack of a full-time Position in year two of the grant period.
That position was stated as part of the year-two plan and
goals and activities were developed accordingly. Without that
position, a number of claEsroom activities contingent upon
that position, were not written. Also, the regular teaching
responsibilities of the museum coordinator made it impossible
to extend the museum into as many classrooms at Rolfe as was
hoped or to take museum resources and activities into other
schools throughout the county. With the museum becoming more
known among teachers at Rolfe and at other schools, teachers
are making requests for resources and greater use of the
facility. Activities were recently completed in two Rolfe
social studies classes, and students will be visiting the
museum at scheduled times in January. The museum coordinator
is using her planning time for these visits. In addition,
two other middle schools have borrowed objects and documents
and developed activities. The potential for this type of use
of the museum is virtually untapped, however, since no museum
personnel exists at this time.

The major accomplishment which has exceeded the original
plan is the development of exhibits and a separate space in
the school which has been transformed structurally into a
museum setting. Exolanations for exhibits completed or in
progress are given earlier in this report. Those still
needing a beginning are seventeenth century England, the
architectural structures, and the hands-on archaeological
exhibit. It is important to note that the focus on construct-
ed exhibits has provided an exciting dimension to the research
and work of the students.

The extensive collection in the research canter also ex-
ceeded expectations with a book collection which includes over
800 copies and floor to ceiling bookshelves to house them.
The primary source collection also far surpasses original
plans for the two-year period. Student field trios and re-



search have been largely responsible for this growing collec-
tion.

The anticipation of receiving professional support from
the museum community at large has been gratifying and has
made research and accessions exceed original plans. At least
ten institutions have been involved directly in the develop-
ment of the Rolfe Museum. Plans continue for their added
and much needed involvement.

Evidence of success of the project is found throughout
the report, but the strongest and most significant voices are
the children themselves. Those working in the museum share
an enthusiasm for and pride in their accomplishments. Those
who visit often express wonder and enthusiasm for a project
of this nature within a school and respond favorably to the
types of activities. The progress aver the last two years
visually speaks for itself in addit!on to its intangible
values.

Since its inception one of the major goals has been to
provide ideas for its replication by others. There are two
broad routes which are followed. One is the use of existing
materials, activities, and resources in the collection. The
other is the development of activities by other teachers using
suggested guides for replication.

First, addressing replication assistance by the museum,
there is a wealth of information that has been developed thus
far with this goal in mind. The booklet entitled, "Exhibits
Alive in the Classroom: The John Rolfe Museum and Historical
Research Center," was written and has been updated periodi-
cally as an informational guide for educators, The project
descriptions, goals, specific strategies, and suggested
activity and question guides are included. Classroom activity
guides and lessons produced in the museum will be available
for teachers to twe and copy. A complete object analysis
lesson plan w:Lfh student activity sheets has already been
shared with a group of teachers in Hanover County. An in-
vestigat.Lve guide for exhibit analysis in two local museums
has also been distributed to several teachers fo!: use in their
classes.

The inventory of all developed activities, primary sources
artifacts, and reproduction objects, books, and other
types of resources will be classified by historical periods and
types of sources and organized so that new materials can be
readily added. This inventory will be distributed to the
history departments at each secondary school in Henrico and
to individual teachers upon request. Within the county,
materials can be immediately sent by the internal mail system.
It is also hoped that, when needed, I will visit classrooms
and work with students and teachers. Inventories will also
be distributed at teacher workshops on the museum.
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Materials acquired and developed offer a detailed over-
view of the nature of the collection and the historical per-
sonality of the project. Those accessioned through December
1987, are listed in the appendix section of this Final
Report. Those acquired since that time mainly fall in the
categories of books on Virginia history, copies of primary
documents on John Rolfe, Pocahontas, and local history ac-
quired during a student research trip to the Virginia histori-
cal Society, and additional issues of Cobblestone,a history
magazine for young people. Archaeological and architectural
survey documents produced on the Varina area by the Division
of Historic Landmarks have been identified by the students
during one of their research trios. Copies of those documents
will be made for the collection now that the county has pro-
vided funds for materials.

During the past year, several exhibits requiring money
for materials and construction were researched but not built
due to lack of funds. With county funds this year, some work
will be resumed during the museum class period which is only
two hours a week. Work requiring more extensive time will
not be possible since there is no staff position in the
museum.

The first exhibit, "The Untouched Land," which is a
10' x 61/2' painting, was completed a month ago. Sean Wood,
the artist, now a sophomore at Varina High School, worked on
this very detailed and scientifically accurate painting for

a year. He has also submitted his journal which contains some
of his research, his thoughts, and his interpretations for the

painting.

Work was begun on the prehistoric Indian exhibit last
year. After conducting research and consulting an artist,

a 7' migration route Map was drawn and painting began. The
exhibit interior has been researched and a design developed
by a student. He has conducted methodical and high-level re-

search since January, 1987. His family has donated excavated
artifacts, photographs, and research material for this ex-
hibit. The student, Jimmy McAvoy, is now a freshman at Varina

High School but has met twice after school to discuss plans

for its completion. He will work after school on this com-

pletion goal.

The Indian longhouse received a great deal of work during

the past year. Following instructions by historians at James-

town and a nationally recognized consultant on Eastern Wood-
land Indian house construction and tools, the students re-
worked their previous efforts for a more authentic exhibit.
At this point, the bark or reed covering needs to be applied
and the palisade erected. That aspect of the exhibit is on
hold due to the fact that there is no museum staff time.
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Another major goal of this project is to encourage
teachers to use museums more frequently and/or to teach
observation and interpretations skills using diverse types
of sources. Two extensive units have been developed with
these purposes in mind and can be replicated in others'
classrooms. Both involve the use of sources in the class -
r')om and related museum visits. In addition, I have written
-lals of a museum visit and a guide for planning a museum
visit. Available to any teacher, these goals and guide have
already been distributed to groups of teachers and includ-
ed in this report. Also available are slide programs which
bring exhibits to students who are unable to go on a field
trip. These slides bring photographs of art, natural sciences,
and history exhibits to the classrooms so teachers can simulate
an exhibit analysis. A lesson guide with suggested auestions,
activities, and discussion ideas is included with one of the
programs. Several artifact boxes are also available for class-
room use, as are a number of art prints. These sources make
replication of a museum experience possible in the classroom,
but they do not take the place of an actual visit.

The second alternative for replication focuses on teacher
and student creativity and resources in the classroom based on
their own ideas as well as a suggested guide from this museum.
This list includes ideas such as making classroom exhibits on
individual students, students bringing objects on an histori-
cal period from home and making reproduction artifacts.
Suggestions also include asking for community and family con-
tributions and loans, and assigning students to locate old
family records, documents, photographs and letters for copying
and building a classroom collection. A suggestion which
carries a small amount of money is to budget some departmental
funds for purchasing documents from archives and reproduction
objects from museums.

Specific ideas for replication include:

-Borrow resources from the John Rolfe Museum and
Historical Research Center. Some of these resources
could include copies of primary sources, artifact
boxes, interpretive activities, books on how to set
up exhibits, slide programs on museums and historical
research techniques, and resource books. Many other
sources are available. Obtain an inventory.

-Design studies which incorporate opportunities for
students to create classroom exhibits and activities
related to those exhibits. Examples could include
ideas such as an art gallery, a collection of objects,
a natural habitat such as a beach, or a photography
display.

-Have students bring historical objects and family
documents from collections at home. Set up a "class-
room archives" and ask students to investigate what
an archivist does.
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-Make artifact boxes of a particular period in history.
Reproduction objects can be obtained from muEeum shops
and other sources given to you by museum educators.

-Collect primary documents such as letters, photographs,
maps, journals, prints, etc. from archival rooms and
manuscript libraries.

- Purchase prints of works of art from art museums. The
National Gallery of Art in Washington sells 11" x 14"
prints for $1.00 a piece. Use these prints for class-
room exhibits and activities such as the use of art in
a social history context to interpret lifestyles or to
convey mood, personality, emotions, and events.

-Take slides of museum exhibits and conduct interpre-
tive sessions in the classroom. See examples provided
on activity sheets, "How to Use a Museum as a Resource."

- Borrow museum handling collections that are designed
for loan purposes. Create your own handling collec-
tion with purchased reproductions or objects brought
in by students. See suggestions for object analysis
activities.

-Conduct local history or family genealogical research
with students. See earlier field trip descriptions
for ideas of area resources.

-Invite museum staff members to your classroom.

-Borrow educational resources from museums.

-Use historical problems/questions already written by
the museum coordinator or use those historical
research questions as models for others. Obtain
copies of a sequence of research guide activity sheets
which have been developed. Check out appropriate
primary sources and objects in the museum for given
research/investigative topics.

- Check out various slide programs on types of historical
research on how to use museums as resources and
Richmond's cultural, historical, and educational
resources. Activity guides accompany four of them.

Several examples of replication have been shared in
earlier sections of this report. Another example which merits
recognition was implemented in two social studies classes at
Rolfe. Following several after-school meetings to discuss the
social studies curriculum and related museum resources, the
teacher selected a number of artifacts of different periods
and cultures. Using these and an object analysis lesson
developed in the museum, she spent several class sessions
with hands-on group activities and a creative follow-up
writing assignment for each student. As an additional follow-
up, both classes will visit the museum on January 6th for
lessons on how to use a museum as a resource and the nature of
the John Rolfe Museum. The museum coordinator for the past
two years will conduct these lessons. In the appendix are
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several of the sixty writing activities completed by the.
students. This same teacher will also begin using art prints
from the museum collection on a regular basis second semester.

Other social studies teachers are planning to use the
museum and materials this year. One teacher has already made
arrangements with a museum student for her to teach an object
analysis lesson.

Although success and potential are evident for the museum
as a whole, its future is in question because of the Henrico
County School Board's decision not to provide a staff position
for the museum, A project of this nature and magnitude cannot
exist indefinitely without personnel. There is too much to
accomplish and too many possibilities for development and
dissemination for it to sit unattended. The museum coordina-
tor for the past two years is attempting to partially maintain
the museum with a full-time teaching schedule. Under this
schedule, however, the project in no way meets projected reeds
and demands. Following a number of meetings with county per-
sonnel, an extensive budget, a formal request for a full-time
position, and a presentation to the School Board and Super-
intendent, to ensure the future of the project, a part time
position was submitted in the Superintendent's budget, and
subsequently taken out. The attempt to obtain support for
the future of the museum is recounted on pages 28 and 29 of
the Year-one Report.

Following the School Board's decision, several hopeful
signs relating to the project's continuation have occurred.
A meeting with the Superintendent reassured a belief in the value
of the project and he suggested meetings with the Assistant
Superintendent for Instruction and the Director of Program
Services to develop possible alternatives for continuation of
the project. The county also allocated $2950 for materials
and further development. These funds were approved in the
fall of 1988.

The other gratifying area of support came from the Assis-
tant Dean of the School of Education, Virginia Commonwealth
University. She has been extremely supportive and enthusias-
tic about the museum's potential as a unique instructional
tool within a school system. In addition to inviting me to
present the museum project at the International Reading Con-
ference in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, she proposed a plan for
funding the museum. She met with the Superintendent of Schools
in June, 1988, on behalf of the museum and presented a plan
to obtain private funding which she offered to direct. The
plan includes establishing a "Friends of the John RolfeNtuseum".
As a follow-up to their meeting the Superintendent asked the
County Community Relations Specialist to meet with her and
the museum coordinator. This meeting took glace on July 7,
1988 and a further plan developed accompanied by possible con-
tact persons in the Richmond area. A follow-up letter and



list of potential contacts is in the Appendix. Due to an
unexpected development, the plan is now on hold. It is
hoped that it will be renewed in the future. The grant was
viewed as seed money and that was the spirit with which the
invaluable funds were pursued and the project developed.
Aspirations for the Joha Rolfe Museum continue to include its
use by teachers, students, and the community as a center of
learning, academic adventure, and pride. The arts, the
sciences, the humanities--all come together to provide
particularly for the students an enlivened sense of their
past and themselves.

The Excellence in Education Grant awarded by the United
States Department of Education has, without a doubt, provided
an intellectual and creative opportunity for students and the
museum coordinator. The academic challenge and potential it
has afforded would have been impossible without the grant.
The credibility it has brought to this long-term vision is
deeply appreciated as are the unparalleled experiences pro-
vided for the students.

It is rare in a middle school that students have the
challenge of creating an in-school museum and emulating his-
torians and museum professionals. In their own assessment
one of the aspects of the Rolfe Museum that has meant the most
to them is the application of their knowledge in contributing
to the learning of other students. Their excitement and pride
are quite evident when they see others' interest in and use of
the museum. The wonder in the eyes and verbal expressions of
other students as they walk in the museum creates a special
feeling among the students who have developed this museum and
historical research center. This feeling is best described
by the following thoughts written by Paul Harkey as an
eighth grade student. He worked on developing the museum
two and a half years. His answer to an application
question, "Select a personal accomplishment other than
grades you have earned in school. Describe that accom-
plishment, the actions you took to achieve your goal, and
why you consider this achievement to be important",
captures the essence of what this experience means to all
of the students who have given immeasurably to the John
Rolfe Museum and tTistorical Research Center.

"My personal accomplishment has been working
in the Talented and Gifted Program. In this
program, we have been striving to plan a museum
about John Rolfe, Pocahontas, and English life
in the 17th century. To achieve this goal, our
group has been to Jamestown where we learned how
the Indians made their tools and how they sur-
vived. We also visited many other places such
as the Virginia State Library, Virginia Historical
Society, and the Virginia Historical Landmarks
Commission. I consider this achievement to be
important because we are learning a great deal,
and after the museum is finished, other students
at our school will learn by observing the exhibits
we set up."
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APPENDIX

The following supportive materials are related
to year two of the grant period. Supportive data
for the previous year is in the Year-One Report.
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SEN. HUNTER 8. ANDREWS
Chairman
HON. L. RAY ASHWORTH

Vice Chairman

HON. LEWIS A. McMURRAN, JR.
Chairman Emeritus

COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA
Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation

DRAWER JF

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23187
Telephone 18041 253-4838

January 27, 1988

Ms. Pat Corlett, Assistant Director
Doris- Eaton School
1847 Newell Avenue
Walnut Creek, California 94595

Dear Ms. Corlett:

ROSS WEEKS, JR

Executive Director

Enclosed are the materials I promised when I spoke with you earlier today.
I hope that you find them useful in planning your visit to Jamestown Festival
Park. Please feel free to copy any of them that you wish and if further
information is needed just let me know.

iihe_ahlneccooInhich the students are buildinzimuzmiv

John Rolfe Middle School
6901 Messer Road
Richmond, Virginia 23231

The teacher at John Rolfe who-is directing.the program is Mrs. Ann Vaden.
She asked me to give you her work phone number (804) 222-5975 and her home
number (804) 359-2681. She is very enthusiastic about the possibility of
establishing correspondence between students in the two schools. I expect
that she will contact you either by phone or mail before your visit next
month.

If I can help in any way please do not hesitate to give me a call. If
I am out I wail be sure to return your call.

cc: Mrs. Ann Vaden

Your ly,

04111
Richard L. Cottingham
Assistant Education Officer
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Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 steer Road Richmond. VA 23231

Feb. 1, 1988

Ms. Pat Corlett
Assistant Director
Doris-Eaton School
1847 Newell Avenue
Walnut Creek, California 94595

Dear Pat,

Richard Cottingham at Jamestown Festival Park called me
this past week and told me of your upcoming visit to Virginia.
What an exciting experience for you and your students! I was
particularly pleased when he indicated your interest in our
museum. The students who are working on the John Rolfe Museum
and Historical Research Center are those of my students in the
gifted program who have interests in historical research and
museums. We have been working on the concept and the research
for six years, but the major impetus for growth came two years
ago with the receipt of a grant from the U.S. Department of
Education. John Rolfe lived during the early 1600's, the
Jamestown settlement period. He marriad Pocahontas, Powhatan's
daughter. For a time they lived in the area where our school
is located. He grew a strain of tobacco that led to the
economic stability of the Virginia colonies. Attached is a brief
description of the project and accompanying information.

The students and I would love for all of you to stop for a
visit and extend a genuihe invitation to you. John Rolfe
Middle School is approximately a: hour from Jamestown. Richard
did not know your itinerary, but I hope you will contact me.
Perhaps we can make plans for you to stop here. I know my
students would be quite excited at the prospect! The school
phone number that Richard gave you is in my room, and the office
number is on this stationery. You also have my home phone.

It would be quite special for both of our groups to meet
each other and share experiences. In addition, we could
certainly establish 3 correspondence between the two schools.
As I understand it from Richard, Doris-Eaton is a school for the
gifted. I would be quite interested in learning about your
curricula and programs.

I look forward to hearing from you before you embark upon
your exciting journey.

415.'133 J1,7-6

Telephone (804) 222.7030
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Si erely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted



SEN. HUNTER S. ANDREWS

Chairman
HON. L. RAY ASHWORTH

Vice Chairman

HON. LEWIS A. McMURRAN, JR.

Chairman Emeritus

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation

DRAWER JF

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23187
Telephone 1804) 253-4838

February 3, 1988

Anne Vaiden
John Rolfe Middle School
6901 Messer Road
Richmond, VA 23231

Dear Anne:

ROSS WEEKS. JR.

Executive Director

My sincere apologies for my delay in answering your letter. Between
Christmas and Nancy's appointment as Director of the Yorktown Victory
Center, I have been very busy.

Enclosed please find copies of accessioning records from the Victory
Center. Although we only have two types of cards, items are customarily
filed under five assignmen4's: accession number, classification (type
of item), donor, location (in museum), and public (for public access,
value of object is omitted). Also, I have sent you the copy cf a page
from the accessioning record. The final enclosure is a copy of a page
from what is called a "running record." This is used when an item
is first received. It is placed in the "runnjng record" and assigned
an accessioning number there.

In addition, I have enclosed some copies of William Strachey's
work relating to Powhatan Indians. I hope this is of help to you.

I am working on getting you the map of which you spoke (although
Nancy mentioned you had spoken to Mike). I hope you have had better
luck than I). I have also requested some rawhide.

As for pine needles, the students would probably enjoy hunting
those down themselves (simply the bigger the better). Raffia (or
dried marsh grass) is easily obtained at an Arts and Crafts Supply
store.

30
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Page 2

Anne Vaiden
February 3, 1988

If you need anything else, please let me know. I know this isn't
much, but it is the best I can do right now. I will forward whatever
else I can.

Again, my apologies for the delay.

EF:mdr

Enclosures

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fairweather
Museum Teacher
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HENRICO ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OFFICE PERSONNEL

TO: All HAEOP Members

FROM: Susie Bremer, Corresponding Secretary

SUBJECT: Meeting - Tuesday, March 15, 1988

DATE: February 26, 1988

The next meeting of the Henrico Association of Educational Office Personnel
will be held on Tuesday, March 15, 1988, in the library of Rolfe Middle School.
A roaram on the Rolfe Museum will be presented by Anne Vaden.

Again this year the HAEOP will be selling baked goods at the OM Competition
to be held at Hermitage High School on March 19. As of this date only 32
members out of 178 are participating. We need more donations of baked goods in
order to make this a successful venture.
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VARINA WOMAN'S CLUB
April 15, 1988

Enclosed is a check for your organization's charitable purposes.

Please send acknowledgements to: Mrs. Waverly Payne, Corresponding Secretary
7707 Lampworth Terrace
Richmond, VA 23231

The Varina Woman's Club is pleased to be able to support the work of
your fine organization.

Sincerely,

Arie M. Brandon, Treasurer
Varina. Woman's Club
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A genuine, old rut al genelid More is hard
to find these days, bill for the past 3.i years l'ohy and
I ludgins Eberly have been running ono, Eberly s Place
on Houle 5 just barely this side ol Charier City County.
Now they are retiring from long days in the Varina

katiswce tawdry 4 /&. 0404614 owe

of
do

landmark helping losl tourists, cross- country bicy-
clists and a loyal group of regulars who gather at the
store evenings and weekends to xthange tall tales
and local gossip. See page 7 for Ihti regulars' story
and more pictures of Eberly's Place.

(11-o-r-nrik 11. --rir re piacct -nu lge -nrirn
Wallace %via) is I entail!. FOriller
Attorney General Rumen Miller III was
Maned to replace .1 uley on the Disu
Court hench.

Miller had offered himself as a candi-
date for the judgeship created by the dcpar

(See JUDGES, page 3.)

Schools: $145.4 million budget, new principals, expulsions
by Kent Miller
News editor

'I e I !curie() School Boma continued to
hear [nun residents idiom the proposal
school redistricting plan, but took no action
at its 'netting Feb. 25,

hi other action, the hoard unanimously
Approved a $10.4 nulhon budget for the
I9g8-149 school year to be sent to the
I lenrieo Board ol Supervisors.

The board also set a date for a public
hearing on a resolution requesting the
supervisors approve a $16.6 nailhuu bond
ISSUC for school capital improvement plur-
als.

It approved two new elementary school
principals.

11 expelled five students.
Details follow:

Redistricting plan

In a work session prior to the board
meeting, residents were given a chance to
rewind to minor changes in the redistrict-
ing plan which were proposed by the school
ailimaisiration following a Feb. I I public
hearing.

Under the aheritative plan, a triangular -
shaped area liortheast of West Broad Street,
between I-64 and Staples Mill Road, would
nor be moved from J.R. Tucker to Hermit-
age High School, as had been proposed,
Students in that area, which includes the
Suburban and Hampstead apartments and
single-family homes, would continue to go
to Tucker High.

Also, the area cast of Glcaside Drive,
south of 1-64 and West Broad Street, would
be moved from Tucker to Freeman High

beginning ne.,t year. 'the arca includes the
Crestview subdivision and apartments.
Under the original proposal, this change
would have been made after duecontpletion
of a new middle school in northwest
Ilenrico.

As below, the changes would be phased
in over a lour-year period and would affect
only rising ninth-grade students plus stu-
dents moving into the area.

Douglas Freeman teacher Ken Moore,
who said he represented the Freeman PTA,
the sc hoot ' s athletic and band boosters, and
the PTAs of four feeder schools, thanked
the board and administration for "reading
our letters and listening to our voices." He
called the new proposal "a good compro-
mise of a delicate situation."

Several speakers from the Broad Mead-
ows subdivision pleaded with the board

Rising East every week, starting now
This week we're taking a step in

the right direcuou, in Iwo senses of the
word, as the I leer leo County Line
moves luau twice-monthly to weekly
publication ol its East Lod edition.

The morning side of the minty
always has held special charms lor the
County Line staff. Easily half of
Henrico in acreage, Varina District is
home to only about 20 percent of the
county's population. It is a place of
wide-open spaces, hide towns, huge
installations including 14 nmouil
International An pint, mutilintlinons

historical markers, and friendly, inter-
esting people who arc facing change.

This week we salute eastern
I lent ico on our feature pages by
focusing on a hew of those special
folks: Polly and I ludgins Eberly and
their Varina general store customers,
page 7; Audrey l'almateer of High-
land Springs and her recipes for one-
dish meals, page 9; the Rev. Tom
Holliday of Sandsion and his bride,
who also is an lipiscopal priest, page
14: slime amaiing Springer athletes,
pages lb and 11.

I.295

64

Varina District
Fit. 5

that they not he moved from Hermitage to
Tucker. Max Vest, a representative ol the
area, said many people. including
number of !IL:nonage. alumni speed'
cally moved to Broad Meadows so their
children could aikial I lermitage. Ile said
the number ol students al lected by the
proposal would not have a significant'
impact on either school.

Vest asked that, in the future, the school
administration give residents at least four
years notice of any planned district
changes. Some residents particularly
those whose children are in the Hermitage
hand feel so strongly about the change
that they are considering moving toanl,ther
neighborhood within the Hermitage zone,
he said.

(See SCHOOL BOARD, page 18.)
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School board
From page 1

Budget
The budget plan proposed by Superin-

tendent Dr. William C. Bosher Jr. was

approved without dissent. It includes

teacher pay raises ranging from 6.8 to 11.6

percent, duty-free lunch periods for ele-

mentary school teachers and fringe benet its

for bus drivers.
The budget plan also includes funds for

the establishment of a Magnet School for

the Arts offering intensive instruction in
dance, drama and other creative arts. This is

the third time Bosher has tried to get the arts

school approved.
Two amendments were added to the

superintendent's recommended plan: the

addition of a special education specialist, at

a cost of 542,900, and deletion of general

fund support totaling $40,800 for the John

Rolfe Museum, due to the withdrawal of
federal support of the program.

Henrico is to finance half of the
S225,000 program, with the other half to be

financed by the school systems in Chester-

field, Hanover and Goochlandcounties and

the City of Richmond, which have ex-
pressed in interest in participating.

The budget reduces non-personnel
spending by SI million and represents a 5

percent increase over the current year's
spending plan. It includes a general fund of

S130 million, a debt service fund of S4.5

million and a special revenue fund of S10.8

million. The board is requesting S77.8

million from the county, or 57.8 percent of

the school system's total budget.

Bond issue hearing
The board agreed to hold a public hear-

ing on a resolution requesting the Henrico
Board of Supervisors tc approve a S36.6

million bond issue to fund the first three

years of the school system's five-year capi-

tal improvement plan. The hearing is is set

for 7 p.m, March 10 at Varina High School,

7900 Messer Road.
Included in the proposed capital im-

provement projects are a new S17- million

SIIN111111111110i

middle school to oc built :n _

portion of the county, additions at Glen
Alien Elementary and John Rolfe Middle
schools, additions and renovations at

Montrose and Short Pump elementary
schools. S5 million for school roof replace-

ments and $740,000 for asbestos removal.

New principals named
Meredith G. Henry, the school system's

student activities specialist since 1984, was

named to head :he new West End Elemen-

tary School that. will open in late August.
Henry has been an art teacher in the

Lynchburg and Albemarle County school
systems, a teacher for six years at Moody
Middle School and assistant principal of
John Rolfe Middle School.

Susan Brown was named to replace Dr.

T. Alfred Parker as principal of Ruby F.
Carver Elementary School. Parker is retir-

ing at the end of this school year.
Brown has taught primary school in

Greene County as well as Henrico. She was

a first-grade teacher at Maude Trevvett
Elementary School, a resource teacher at

Sandston and Cash ell Donahoe elementary
schools, an assistant principal at Highland
Springs Elementary, and is now assistant

principal at Carver.
Alluding to the majority of women on

the board, Bosher ,ioked that, "This board
instructed me, 'Bill, go out and get the best

women you can.'
"That's not so," he added with a ;.)ugh,

"but it felt good saying it."

Students expelled
Bosher said it did not feel good to rec-

ommend the expulsion of five students.

The board approved his recommendation.
The offenses. of the students, and their

names, were not released, but the school
division expels students for carrying weap-
ons to school, physically abusing school
staff and selling drugs on school campuses.

'I hope the message will get out one of

these days, because it's definitely not
pleasant to terminate a student's academic

career," Herman F. Blake, the board's
chairman, said. "We're not going to let

Henrico become a jungle like some of these

inner-city schools."

Crime Stoppers
This week Crime Stoppers is asking fur

infurmation about the murder of Alexander
Williams, a 39-year-old security guard
working in a south Richmond hotel.

Shortly after m idnight on Feb. 21. a man
wearing a ski mask entered the lobby of the
Holiday Inn, 4303 E. Commerce Road. The
man approached the clerk, displayed a
handgun and demanded money. While the
clerk was getting the money Williams, the
security guard, apparently walked in on the
robbery. He then was shot to death during a

Police describe the suspect as a black
male, 5-foot-11 to 6 feet tall, weighing
about 180 pounds. He was wearing blue

loans, a light blue waist-length jacket and a

ski mask. Ile was carrying a large chrome-

plated revolver.
The police need your help.
If you have information about this crime

or any othercrimes in theRichmond metro-
politan area, call Crime Stoppers at 780-

1000. Crime Stoppers pays cash rewards up
to S 1,000 for information leading to arrests.

-^36-^rene. t.o give your name
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For Thursday's edition:

Monday at 2 pm

TO PLACE YOUR AD
CALL

672-1800
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Richmond, VA 23228
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address and telephone
number.
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Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 7800 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

Jan. 21, 1988

Dr. Errett Callahan
2 Fredonia Avenue
Lynchburg, Virginia 24503

Dear Errett,

It was indeed a pleasure having you here at Rolfe to work
with my museum group. With your schedule and the distance involved,
I particularly appreciate your willingness to assist us with the
development of our museum. It is certainly important for the
students to work with someone whose scholarly research has made an
impact on the academic commun'.ty and is being shared with the public.

We all learned a great deal. It was helpful to gain a better
perspective on problems and challenges the Indians encountered in
house construction and tool development and use. In addition, your
demonstrations and the hands-on activities helped the students to
remember the concepts and skills you emphasized. I appreciate your
making the offort to bring so many of your objects, printed material,
and the model. I know what it is like to "load up" for a presentation.

We were all glad that you muld stay a couple of extra hours
which made for an even more proauctive day! I hope you were not too
late getting back to Lynchburg. I am so pleased to have sections
of your dissertation which will be well used in our research. It is
good for the students to be exposed to such high level scholarship
and to know that even the most in-depth search for information does
not always lead to answers. We have discussed developing a tolerance
for ambiguity and the importance of hypothesizing and an on-going
search.

I ::ailed about the caning for the long house and have located what
I believe is the right material. I am planning to call you, however,
to check on the authenticity of its use. Again, thank you for a most
worthwhile experience. I hope 14e will all have the opportunity of
working with you again.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted



Henrico Co..nty Public Srhools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond. VA 23231

Jan 26, 1988

Mr. George V. Wise
Art Coordinator
Henrico County Public Schools
P.O. Box 40
Highland Springs, Virginia 23075

Dear Bucky,

Your visit to the Museum last Monday was most helpful
to Alan and Craig as they work on their Jamestown art mural.
Your suggestions gave them and me the direction we need to
continue. They have begun the painting, but have quite a
bit ahead of us before completion. We had redraw some
of the map to make it more accurate.

Billy also appreciated your talking with him about the
use of art in research. He has referred to your suggestions
several times. In addition, I appreciate your offering to
assist us with some of the exhibit lettering, and I will
certainly contact you concerning that endeavor. Mrs. Monroe
asked me to talk with you also about framing four large
photographs of State Library prints. When you come back
within the next week to check on the mural, I will show them
to you, and we can discuss whether you will be able to fit
them into your schedule.

I do appreciate your support and interest in the
museum and look forward to working with you.
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Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted



Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond. VA 23231

Feb. 1, 1988
Mr. Harold V. Lawson
Principal
Highland Springs High School
Highland Springs, Virginia 2,3075

Dear Mr. Lawson,

You are on my mind frequently, and I have called several
times since September to see how you are doing. This is the letter
I intended to write when you departed last summer. I want you
to know how very much I appreciate all of your professional
support and personal friendship while you were at Rolfe. You
certainly helped me in many ways, not the least of which is the
museum. I do not believe that- it would be where it is today
without your special support. You were willing to help me take
a dream and work on making it a reality. I am also grateful for
your encouragement and confidence in my philosophies and abil-
ities as an educator, and I am glad that we had an opportunity
to work together.

This year has been a hard one trying to continue the momentum
with the museum and accomplish what needs to be done in combina-
tion with TAG responsibilities. Budget constraints have also been
a hurdle to overcome. The students and I, however, continue to
hold on to our enthusiasm and commitment. I believe even more
strongly in its value to R,D1fe and the county. As you can see, I
have enclosed a copy of the Year One Report which also inc..kdes
progress through December. You know I will keep you up to date
with what we're doing.

How is everything with you? I truly hope you are enjoying
your new position and find it fulfilling. I will look forward to
talking with you or seeing you soon. Again,thank you for all you
did for Rolfe and for me.

Sin c ely,

Anne S. Vaden

39
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Dear

Jamestown mailed 1.1vitations for for the mural
unveiling on Saturday, arch 12. Mrs. Benson and I will be
going for the program. 1 hope you will also. The invitation
is extended to parents as well as students. We will meet here
at Rolfe in the parking lut at 10:30 a.m. Saturday morning.
The students would like some time to walk around and I thought
we could have lunch there before the ceremony at 1:00 p.m.

I am pleased for the students that they are being
recognized for their artistic work. You will be proud of them
when you see the mural!

I plan to leave Jamestown by 2:30 which will live them
some additional time touring the various areas and return to
Rolfe by 3:30. If you drive and take your child, you could
then be on your own time as far as returning.

Please sign the attached permission slip and indicate
whether you will be attending. I will give you a call to make
more specific plans.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted

*-******#####**********************######M***************************.
has my permission to go to Jamestown on

March 12, to attend the mural unveiling. I understand that
we will leave the Rolfe parking lot at 10:30.

I will be attending and uriving my child.

I am unable to attend, but will bring my child to Rolfe
by 10:30 and pick him/her up at 3:30 at Rolfe

Parent Signature
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Dear Student:

COMMONWEALTH of VJRQINIA
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February 26, 1988

AND YArlkii-
Pwo_ P li EY"ik"..)N

:;;ECTOR

You and your family are cordially invited to attend the grand
unveiling of "Jamestown: Another Perspective" at Jamestown Festival Park
on Saturday, March 12. The program will begin at ] 00 P.M., and last
about one-half hour.

Please present this letter to receive admission to Jamestown Festival
Park. We invite you to take this opportunity to tour the Park before or
after the ceremony. To reach the Park from Interstate 64, take Exit 57.
Follow Route 199 for five miles, and turn left on Route 31 South. Follow
Route 31 for four miles. Jamestown Festival Park is on the left.

Please let your teacher know if you will be attending the unveiling.
Thank your for your participation in this project. We look forward to
congratulating you in person.

Sincerely,

Nancy S. Perry
Educational Programs Coordinator
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Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

Mrs. Margaret Turnbull
Agecroft Association
4305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Dear Mrs. Turnbull,

Mar, 2, 1968

My name is Paul Harkey, and I am working witi' the
John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center. I am
studying 17th century architecture in England. Miss Anne
Vaden referred me to you thinking maybe you would have
some information on 17th century English architecture. I

would appreciate it if you would send me any information
on this subject. If you have any additional information
that I could check out please notify me. Thank you for
your concern and assistance.

Sincerly yours,

Paul Harkey
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lienrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

March 17, 1988

Mr. Mitchell Kambis
7685 Turner Road
Richmond, Virginia 23231

Dear Mitchell,

It was a pleasure to see you during our Community Council
meeting yesterday. Enclosed is a budget proposal for our 17th
century herb garden as an outdoor exhibit for the John Rolfe
Museum. The items listed are those advised by Mr. Richard Moxley,
horticulturist at Agecroft Hall, and Mrs. Del Gabb who worked at
Agecroft seven years developing and maintaining their herb garden.

I want you to know how very much I appreciate the support
that the Community Council gives to the museum, both in terms of
believing in in the concept and helping financially. The budget
is more extensive than I thought, so whatever assistance you can
give will put us closer to this goal.

I look forward to meeting with the Council in the museum
next month and talking with all of you about the project as a
whole.

Sincerely,

C

Anne S. Vaden
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Prices:

Hechinger
Ompamy

Subject:
From:

To:
Date:

Budget Proposal Estimates, 17th Century Herb Garden
Anne Vaden, John Rolfe Museum
John Rolfe Community Council
March 17, 1988

Trowels . 5

Shovels 2

Cultivators 3

Sprinkler 1

4

2

2

Peatmoss

Lime..

\* Sand

Prices: ;Bricks ...... ...100

Luck's
Gravel 21/2

Stone

$2.99 ea.

8.99 ea.

4.79 ea.

15.00 ea.

6.99 ea. cubic
bale

1.19 ea. bag
pulverised

2.39 ea. bag
all-purpose

.25 ea. 4"x8"

24.30 per ton
delivery

$14.95

17.98

14.37

15.00

27.96

2.38

4.78

25.00

60.75
45.00

approximately
Plants 4 sections 60.00 each section 240.00

Plant replacement
50.00

Total $518.17
The above price for plants will be less than the $240.00 estimate
due to donations from Agecroft and Mrs. William Gabb, one of our
resource consultants.



Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond. VA 23231

Mrs. Frances Pollard
P.O. Box 7311
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Frances,

23221

March 21, 1988

You and other members of the staff at the Virginia
Historical Society certainly went out of your way to assist
me and my students in their research for the John Rolfe
Museum and Historical Research Center. I am most appreciative
of the time and patience given to assist them and to photocopy
requested documents. Asking Lee and Linda to also meet with them
and share documents pertinent to our topics was indeed helpful,
both for time and for giving the students a concrete idea of the
collection and its purpose.

They and I thoroughly enjoyed the day and I felt as thoughthe students gained immeasurably by searching for sources and
working with original material. It helped them to have a better
understanding of the diversity of resources available and to
develop a deeper respect fot the importance of primary sources andhow to use them.

You and members of the library staff devoted your full day to
our needs, and I am grateful for your commitment to educational
opportunities for young people.

I do want to get in touch with, you concerning the photographer
at the Society reproducing several documents for exhibit purposes.I will give you a call shortly.

I do want to apologize for not writing sooner. An unexpcted
occurrence in the "life" of our museum came up the week after ourvisit. The School Board did not fund it for next year. I feltas though a part of me and my students has been taken away, andhave spent the last few weeks trying to deal with that reality,
professionally and personally. With no time to operate it, Iam trying to develop some alternative ideas t, keep it open. Ihave not yet talked to the students and we continue our plans asscheduled.
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Please convey to others in the Library my appreciation fottheir help. t hope wet can return for further work. Thestudents were most pleased at being designated as "the youngest
researchers" to date at the Society. Again, thank you for yourkind assistance.

Sincetely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

Mr. Lee Shepard
P.O. Box 7311
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Lee,

23221

March 21, 1988

Your assistance during our research visit to the Virginia
Historical Society was both interesting and most helpful to our
search for primary sources related to the John Rolfe Museum
and Historical Research Center. Your p-esentation on primary
sources--their importance to historical research and examples
pertinent to our needs--was an excellent introduction to the
work they were there to conduct. We have discussed those
subjects in class, but it is always more meaningful to see an
actual archival collection and hear about its purpose from a
professional in that area.

We are particularly excited about the letter from John
Rolfe to Governor Dale regarding his marriage to Pocahontas.
Since we can find little written material directly associated
with him, it is of special importance. I told Frances that I
would like that letter photographed for exhibit and interpretive
purposes and will contact you soon.

I apologize for the lateness of my letter to you, but I

recently learned that the Henrico School Board has chosen not
to fund the museum. That revelation has occupied nearly all my
time in the last month, dealing with the reality of that decision
and tryiTg to determine where we go from here.

I do hope to bring the students to the Virginia Historical
Society again for further research, and therefore hope to work
with you again. Thank y)1.1 for your interest in thy; educational
growth of my students.
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Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

March 21, 1988

Miss Li.nda Leazer
P.O. Box 7311
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Linda,

You were most helpful in assisting me and my students in
their research at the Virginia Historical Society. Going
through the print and picture collection there and pulling ones
that related to our research was extremely beneficial. With so
much to research and a limited time in which to do it, your
your efforts were most appreciated.

Our day there was quite productive. Discovering original
sources pertinent to research topics is an exciting process for
these students, and you helped to make that possible. We found
several pieces of information which fit with materials found
at the Virginia State Library. Again, thank you for your
interest in assisting these young researchers.
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Sincerely,

G. /A.Jf.." ,

.nne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

March 22, 1988

Mrs. William B. Gabb
12016 Old Buckingham Road
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Mrs. Gabb,

Your presentation and discussion with my museum group was
just what they needed to spark enthusiasm for our 17th century
English herb garden. The students and I thoroughly enjoyed
meeting you and being with you. As I told you, Mary was the
one most interested in developing the garden, and now more of
the group wants an active part in the work. That growing in-
terest is to yours and Mr. Moxley's credit. You certainly
helped to boost my confidence in pursuing this goal.

I particularly appreciate all of the resources you brought
with you. You really gave us a beginning to our research. The
students thoroughly enjoyed the books. I have found one on
herbs here at our library for them to use, but they are curious
for more. The bibliography is such a wonderful assistance. I
also like the "herb cards" that you brought. I continue to
keep them on display for visiting groups and students. Every-
one who hears of the concept of a school herb garden is excited
about it.

We look forward to our visit to your home sometime in May.
I will be in touch with you to see if it continues to suit you.
I have submitted a budget to our Rolfe Community Council and
should have a good idea of availabld funds by that time.

I do want to apologize for not writing sooner. An unexpected
occurrence in the "life" of our museum came up the week after your
visit. The School Board did not fund it for next year. I felt
as though a part of me and my students has been taken away and
have spent the last few weeks trying to deal with that reality,
personally and professionally. With no time to operate it, I am
trying to develop some alternative ideas to keep it open. I have
not yet told the children and we continue our plans as scheduled.

Again, it was such a pleasure to meet you and I do look for-
ward to being with you in the spring. Thank you for giving your
time and sharing your special knowledge with us.

Sincerely,

421111-4,L,,,//

50 Anne S. Vaden

Telephone (804) 222.7030 Teacher Program for the
Talented and Gifted



no time to operate it, I am trying to develop some alternative
ideas to keep it open. I have not yet told the children and
we continue our plans as scheduled.

Again, it was such a pleasure to meet you and I do look
forward to being with you in the spring. Thank you for giving
your time and sharing your special knowledge with us.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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Johr. Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

April 29, 1988

Mr. Carrington Tate
History Coordinator
Henrico County Public Schools
P.O. Box 40

Highland Springs, Virginia 23075

Dear Carrington,

It was a pleasure to have you and the middle and high school historydepartment chairmen meet in the John Rolfe Museum and Historical ResearchCenter in April. As I told them, I feel that all of you are one of themost crucial groups to visit the museum and learn about what it can offerto history classes throughout the county. It was especially nice to bewith them since I have such good memories of working with a number of themwhen I served in that capacity.

I appreciated their taking the time after school to come "out" toRolfe. They certainly seemed supportive of the project and showed aninterest in incorporating some of the resources into their instruction.A I was also grateful for their suggestions concerning future funding, andfeel that they can have a positive impact on the growth of the museum andits viability as a working resource for teachers. Those and any futureideas are most welcome! I would like very much to meet with all of youagain next year as both a follow-up and an extension of this last meeting.

I do know, of course, that my opportunity to talk with them would nothave been possible without your direction and support. Although I havetold you many times, I am genuinely grateful for your belief in the project,
your active support, and your suggestions concerning next and subsequentyears. You have and continue :o be a very valued colleague and friend tome. Your support and help mean a lot.

'44

Again, thank you for making it possible for me to talk with the history
department Chairmen in the museum. The fifteen copies of The History ofHenrico County are a wonderful addition to our collection. Thank you to)for giving those special books to the museum. I look forward to continuedwork with you.
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Sincerely,

Anne S. S. Vaden
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Johns Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

April 29, 1938

Mrs. Waverly Payne
Corresponding Secretary
Varina Woman's Club
7707 Lampworth Terrace
Richmond, Virginia 23231

Dear Mrs. Payne,

It is with such sincere gratj.tude that I write once againto say how very much I appreciate the $250.00 check presentedto the John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center onApril 18, 1988, It was a pleasure to be with all of you thatevening, and your gift was certainly a most needed and welcomesurprise. I feel that the Varina Woman's Club is a special partof the museum's development, not only through your financial
assistance, but also through your knowledge of the project, on-going support, and individual contributions. Your involvementhas meant so much to me and to the school as a whole.

I enjoyed the opportunity of presenting to all of the mem-bers present that evening an up-date on the museum's progressand ways in which your last year's gift has added significantlyto its development. I also appreciate the interest and supportof Mrs. Shaw through her individual visits to the museum and herinvitations to meet with the club on several occasions.

The museum is, I hope, an important part of the community's
affirmation of its historical importance. I do appreciate the
concerns shown and the suggestions given in light of the SchoolBoard's recent decision not to continue the staffing of the museumand research center. I, too, want so very much for the project tobe maintained as a viable part of the county's instructional pro-gram and the community's life. Again, thank you for your assistance.Please convey my deep appreciation to the members.
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Sincerely,

nne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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May 16, 1988

Dr. Patricia Duncan
Assistant Dean
School of Education
Virginia Commonwealth Lniver,ity
Box 2020
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Pat,

It was such a pleasure Lo share in the International
Reading Conference presentation with you and Karen, and
appreciate your inviting me to be a part of your symposium.
I felt that it was a most productive session and was pleased
with the responses of those who attended. The activities
and educational approaches that we advocate can present
special classroom opportunities. I certainly enjoyed andbenefitted from yours and Karen's presentations.

You have been so supportive and enthusiastic about the
John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center, and I cannot
thank you enough for your interest in and concern for its
future. Your idea of forming a support group is most encouraging, and it means so very much to me that you would be
willing to become so actively involved. I look forward to
working with you!

My presentation materials from Toronto were in the office.
Thank you for bringing them to school. I will pursue the
possibility of our vesenting at the Virginia Association of
Museums Annual Conference next spring. Again, thank you for
including me in the Toronto Conference. Plese tell Jack thatI enjoyed meeting and being with him. I look forward to
seeing you again soon.

Sinc rely,

Anne C. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

"lily 16, 1988

Mrs. MarjorieTurnbull
Tour Coordinator
Agecroft Association
5305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Dear Marjorie,

You were certainly helpful to Kristin, Farrah a'11:1 Paul
in their various areas of research on English life, I
appreciate your working with them by taking them through
Agecroft and discussing various aspects of life of that
period and assisting Paul with his architectural research.
The girls were particularly excited about the books you
showed them. I wish that we were able to check them out for
in-depth use in the classroom, but I understand your need t'
keep them there. I plan to order the Folger's series. They
look like the types of resources that are perfect for these
students.

I am sorry I did not have the opportunity to join you,
but I had to stay with the herb group and take exact notes on
the step-by-step process for preparing the ground and plantingan herb garden. There was much to learn and I had d to take
copious notes in order to make sure that we develop our garden
properly here at Rolfe. I would like to have been both places
at once.

I 1,ve Agecroft and feel that Richmond is fortunate to
have it as a cultural and educational resource. All of you
nre doing a wonderful job of conveying that period of history.
I would like to return when you are available to show me some
areas of the house and specific objects I might photograph to
develop research materials and interpretive activities for
use in the Rolfe Museum. I also plan to purchase the slides.
I have been meaning to tell you that I appreciate your respond-
ing to Paul's letter. I found both books at the Richmond
Public Library.

Thank you again for your assistance with the students'
research. I look forward to continued work with all of you
there.

cc: Mr. Dennis Halloran

Sinc#rely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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May 16, 1988

Mr. Marvin Mason
Agecroft Hall
5305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Dear Marvin,

You were most kind to give of your time last week to workwith my museum and historical research group. You, Richardand Beth have been such a wonderful help in teaching the studentshow to prepare, plant, cultivate, and maintain an herb garden.
Going through the process step by step has given them the directionthey need to begin our herb garden here at Rolfe.

I appreciate your working with the students in teachingthem how to prepare the soil properly. They certainly learnedthe detailed process involved, and that gardening is a scienceas well as an aesthetic pleasure. They were so pleased that youall gave them herbs to take home. Several have started smallgardens of their own at home.

Again, thank you for your invaluable assistance. We willkeep you informed of our horticultural progress here at Rolfe.

cc: Mr. Dennis Halloran

Sincerely,
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Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Mjcl le School 6901 Messer Road Richmond. VA 23231

May 16. 1988

Mr. Richard Moxley
Estate Manager
Agecroft Association
4305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Dear Richard,

You have become quite a valuable resource to my museum
group. t cannot say enough about the success of our morning
at Agecroft. You, Beth, and Marvin were most generous to
give us a full morning. I will also write to them, as well
as Mrs. Gabb. We had a delightful afternoon at her home.
The group that worked on learning how to prepare, plant, and
cultivate an herb garden thoroughly enjoyed the experience
and learned a great deal, as did I! The students were thrilled
about the herbs you gave them. Several bought more over the
week-end and have started small gardens of their own. After
dividing the lamb's ear, we planted the rest here at school.
It is doing well.

I feel that the students are well-prepared for develop-
ing an authentic and proper garden and hope that the herh
garden will become a special instructional opportunity for
students and faculty here at Rolfe and to members of the
community. Yours and Agecroft's contributions will certainly
be recognized. Our Community Council who gave the money for
our herb garden and our Principal are also most appreciative
of your involvement with this project.

I am sorry that I could not attend the Garden Open House
on Sunday, but did not get home from a pre-arranged engage-
ment until 5:30. I had thought surely I would have time
following that obligation. I do want to come 1),:,ck and take
some photographs. Beth said she would work with me.
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The gardens at Agecroft are beautiful. We are fortunate
to have Agecroft here in Richmond. Again, thank you for your
invaluable assistance, and I look forward to seeing you in
the future. We will certainly keep you informed cf our horti
cultural prquess here at Rolfe

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted

cc: Mrs. Annette Monroe
Principal, John Rolfe Middle School

John Rolfe Community Council
Mr. Dennis Halloran

Director, Agecroft
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John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Niesser Road Richmond, VA 23231

May 16, 1988

Mrs. Williali. Gabb
12016 Old Buckingham Road
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Mrs. Gabb,

You were such a gracious )ostess for all of us last week!
The students, Sharon and I !h-roughly enjoyed our visit to
your home, seeing you .igalo, and meeting Mr. Gabb. Please
tell him that it was r pleasure to be with him also. It was
a delightful day, and you and Richard have certainly made it
possible for us begin our herb garden.

We all appreciated the delicious punch and cookies and
the herb placecards. You do such special and nice gestures
and have creative ideas for helping the children learn abou
herbs. The placecards really got them interested in searching
for "their herb" in your garden which is so interesting and
lovely.

Being there helped the students not only to learn new in-
formation about herbs, but also to apply what they had learned
at Agecroft. I could tell that they were beginning to solidify
some of the information in their minds.

Richard had given each of them an herb to take home and
plant. They were excited about that and several of them pur-
chased more herbs last weekend to begin small gardens at home.
I think that seeing your gilrden and knowing how much you enjoy
it encouraged more enthusiasm for starting their own.

Thank you again for taking such an interest in us and our
project. T will certainly keep in touch and let you know of our
progress. I know that our Community Council, who gave the money
for our garden and instructional materials, and Mrs. Monroe, our
Principal, appreciate your contributions to the John Rolfe Museum
Perhaps you could visit us at school in the fall when we begin to
plant. I look forward to seeing you again soon.

(
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Sincerely,

Anne S.'Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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rIV

Ms Beth Corker
Agecroft Hall
5305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia

Dear Beth,

23221

May 16, 1988

You were most kind to give of your time last week to
work with my museum and historical research group. You,
Richard and Marvin have been such a wonderful help in teaching
the students how to prepare, plant, cultivate and maintain an
herb garden. Going through the process step by step has given
them the direction they need to begin our herb garden here at
Rolfe.

Your knowledge of herbs is quite extensive, and I appreciate
the detailed tour you gave of the Agecroft garden, sharing in-
information on purposes, colors, sizes, and placement of the plants.
The students and I gained so much from the experience. They also
were thrilled that you all gave them an herb to take home. Several
of the students bought more herbs over the week-end and have begun
a garden of their own at home. We divided the Lamb's Ear for each
to take and planted the remainder here at Rolfe. It's doing well
so far.

Again, thank you for your invaluable assistance. I do want
to return and take photographs of the garden to serve as resources
for our study. I will call to check on a convenient time with you,
and look forward to seeing you soon..

ccl Mr. Dennis Halloran

Sincerely,
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Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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_._

May 17,1988

Dear Bettye,

You are always so thoughtful in bringing news
articles to me that relate to Varina history and our
museum. Building our files on local history is one
of the students' and my objectives. The ones you
have given me were ones we missed seeing, so I appre
ciate your help.

You are always so thoughtful, and even though
you have a lot to do, you take time for others.
I just want you to know that means a lot to me. Thank
you for your interest, your support, and your friend
ship.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted

cc: Mrs. Annette Monroe, Principal
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May 18, 1988

Mrs. J. O'Neil Shaw
811 McCoul Street
Richmond, Virginia 23231

Dear Dot,

You have been such a special friend to me and to the
John Rolfe Museum and Hi torical Research Center. Although
I have written to Mrs. Payne to thank the entire club for
the check and the support all of you have given, I wanted
to particularly write to you.

You have made it possible for me to share the museum
with the Varina Woman's Club through two presentations, and
you have taken such a personal interest in its progress. 1
have enjoyed your visits here at Rolfe, and your support
and enthusiasm for the project have been encouraging to mfa.

I am also grateful for your continued belief in the
value of the museum to Rolfe, the county, and the community
following the School Board's very disappointing decision.
I only hope we can find ways to pursue our goals despite
this setback. Since I will not be working in the musc,Im
next year except during my museum class that I teach, I hope
some members of the Varina Woman's Club will be interested in
volunteering in various areas. I will contact you in the
fall and give you a list of opportunities and volunteer forms
to distribute to club members.

Again, I am most grateful for all you are doing, including
contacting Mr. Mehfoud. I hope he will take an active interest
in the museum's future. I look forward to continued work with
you and the club.

Sincerely,

7

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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Dec. 20, 1988

Dear Mrs. Stoneman,

It was most kind of you to have us in your home recently.
The museum students and I thoroughly enjoyed being with you and
learning about Varina On the James. It is such an important
part of the students' local heritage. Through their extensive
research, talking with you, and actually being on the land where
Rolfe and Pocahontas once walked and lived, these experiences
have stimulated a curiosity and continued desire to learn more
about local history an0 the area where they live. It is so im-
portant for them to realize that they are living in an area that
is rich in history, and has such an impact on state and national
history. I think they feel more pride in themselves and Varina
as a result of this research.

They are fortunate that you open up your home so graciously
and share that history with them. Our visit sparked further
questions. Janet came in and spent a class period relating more
information and her experiences, research and resources. The
materials she brought were so interesting. The students'research
is coming together for an exhibit on Rolfe, Pocahontas, and the
Varina area.

We do want you to visit the museum in the spring. I will
give you a Again, thank you for your help and interest in
our work. We all hope you have a joyous Christmas!

Telephone (804) 222-7030

C

Sincerely,

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted
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John Rolfe Middle School sso, Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

December 23, 1988

Dear Janet,

You are such a good resource for my museum group, and we all
appreciate your taking time to be with us for a class period.
A, you know, the visit to Varina On the James stimulated further
interest and curiosity about the Varina area among the sfAPnts.
You are so knowledgeable about local history, particularly as
it relates to Varina Farm that I knew you would be a helpful and
interesting follow-up to our trip.

You helped to better acclamate the students geographically
and close the gap between the past and themselves. I also
appreciate your bringing in so many of your research materials,
sharing your bibliography, and helping the students to understand
the nrocess of an historical detective.

I expect that we will call on you again. It is nice to have
you so close by! Have a joyous Christmas!

. Sincerely,

-g_.----)

Telephone (804) 222-7030

Anne S. Vaden



A TENTATIVE PLAN FOR FUNDING
THE JOHN ROLFE MUSEUM AND
HISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTER
THROUGH THE PRIVATE SECTOR.
THE PLAN IS NOT IN OPERATION
AT THE PRESENT TIME.



FRIENDS OF THE VARINA MUSEUM

John Rolfe Middle School

1. Purpose:

To provide on-going financial support to the project
through private endowment.

a. purdhase of coordinator's time

b. materials and resources

c. publicity

2. Who should be invited to sit on the advisory board?

a. school leaders

b. community leaders

3. What would be the relationship to the school systeml

a. approval procedures

b. solicitation procedures

c. bylaws

4. Which businesses and industries should be tapped?

5. Other
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P. 0. Box 23120 3820 Nine Mile Rd. Richmond, Virginia 23223 (804) 226-3600

August 30, 1988

Ms. Anne Vaden
TAG Tea:her at Rolfe Middle School
Richmond, VA 23231

Dear Anne:

Thank you for sharing with me this summer your enthusiasm for the John
Rolfe Museum. I am afraid that over the past seven weeks since our
luncheon o July 7 I have been sidetracked with other assignments as
well as our move to a new building. In addition, I have tried to get
away for a short break.

Anyhow I have enclosed a contact roster of those names mentioned at
our meeting according to my notes as well as some additional materials
that may be of interest.

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

EAC:lrl

Enc.

All best wishes,

Elizabeth A. C nner
Community Relations Specialist
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Dr. Patricia Duncan, Asst, Dean, V.C.U., Chairman

Mrs. Gail M. Hudson
Henrico Couuty School Board
1204 Traverse Drive
Sandston, VA 23150
Home Phone, 737-6654
Business Phone: 270-0142

Dr. R. Daniel Norman
Assistant Superintendent for Administrative Services
Henrico County Public Schools
P. O. Box 23120
Richmond, VA 23223

(226-3825)

Mrs. Elaine Eberly
5 Wicker Drive
Richmond, VA 23231
Home Phone: 795-1645
Business Phone: 795-1280

Mr. Mitchell Kambis
7685 Turner Road
Richmond, VA 23231
(795-1616)

Mr. Schockley D. Gardner, Jr.
Executive Director
Virginia Resources Authority
P. O. Box 1300
Richmond, VA 23210
(644-3100)

Mrs. Pinkie Lemon
2304 New Market Road
Richmond, VA 23231
(795-2004)

Mr. Robert J. Moore
Community Relations Director
Philip Morris USA
P. O. Box 26603
Richmond, VA 23261
(274-3328)

Mrs. Betsy Veazey
1710 Windingridge Court
Richmond, VA 23233
(740-5260)

Mrs. Anne Axselle
1609 Hearthglow Lane
Richmond, VA 23233
(740-0536)

Mr. Harold V. Lawson, Principal
Highland Springs High School
15 S. Oak Avenue

Highland Springs, VA 23075
(737-6681)
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Mr. George V. Wise, Jr.
Art K-12 Educational Specialist
Henrico County Public Schools
P. 0. Box 23120
Richmond, VA 23223

(226-3756)

Mr. W. Carrington Tate
Social Studies 6-12 Educational Specialist
Henrico County Public Schools
P. 0. Box 23120
Richmond, VA 23223

(226-3752)

Mr. H. Douglas Pitta
5 Westwick Road
Richmond, VA 23233

(740-8850)

Mr. Arnold H. Dreyfuss, Chairman, CEO
WearEver Proctor-Silex
4421 Waterfront Drive
Glen Allen, VA 23060

(273-9777)

Mr. W. T. Patrick, Jr., President
Hechler Chevrolet
4810 Nine Mile Road
Richmond, VA 23223

(222-3553)

Mr. Paul Ellsworth, President
Metropolitan Richmond Chamber of Commerce
201 East Franklin Street
Richmond, VA 23219
(648-1234)

Karen Holt, Education Specialist, Valentine Museum

JanefStoneman

Dot She* Varina Woman's Club

Mr. Bernard L. Perkins, III
Principal, John Rolfe Middle School

Dr. Henry L. Nelson, Jr.
Principal, Varina High School

Mr. Harold V. Lawson
Principal, Highland Springs High School

Mr. Robin Reed
Curator of Education, The Museum of the Confederacy

Agecroft and Virginia Commission for the Arts
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"The humanities help us understand our place in time, see

our own lives in a larger perspective." As an advocate of the

many values of the humanities in both educational systems and

every day lives, Lynne V. Cheney, Chairwoman of the National

Endowment for the Humanities spoke these works in defense of

the liberal arts. The word defense connotes a fear that "the

humanities" is an "endangered species", yet there is increasing

evidence that many professions share her philosophy of the

humanities as a necessary and integral part of our lives. Many

are coming to its rescue. This revelation is a positive sign

in today's specialized environments where the humanities continue

to hold a valid place in professional and personal growth.

The John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center, begun

in 1982, is an example of that effort to revitalize the humanities.

One major purpose of this project is to stimulate an interest and

excitement in the arts and sciences and their further integration

into our academic and private worlds. Other major purposes are to

provide students and the community with a knowledge of and apprecia-

tion for local heritage, provide real-world outlets for students

pursuing historical research, and broaden students nerspectives

about museums' diverse sources of knowledge and how to use them

effectively. Other goals include exposure to primary sources,

development of critical and creative thinkiAg skills and sparking

-1-
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an excitement for the study of history, art, and science -ni

their interrelationships. A sense of ourselves in the greater

historical perspective is crucial to preserving our oast, our

democracy, and a future which reflects our heritage. With these

goals in mind, a number of specific objectives were written to

stress the magnitude of the John Rolfe Museum and Historical

Research Center which aims for permanency and growth. These

objectives include:

- To strengthen history and develop renewed interest in
and respect for its significance in conveying our historical,
social, and democratic legacies.

-To incorporate an interdisciplinary approach to the museum
and historical research center with emphasis on the humanities
and sciences.

-To encourage interest in and knowledge of Varina's heritage
as significant in local, state and national history and to
further develop pride in the area.

-To instill pride in the students and community as nreservers
of history and strengthen school ties to the community.

-To develop interprofessional cooperation and effective
communication between schools and musuems, as well as the
business and governmental communities.

-To collect information about the man, John Rolfe, and his
contributions to Virginia's and the nation's economic
developwent, and to develop knowledge of early seventeenth
century Virginia Indians with particular emphasis on Pocahontas
and her marriage to John Rolfe.

- To provide information on Varina Farm, its classification as a
Virginia Historic Landmark, and its significance in local, state
and national history.

- To collect and incorporate local heritage resources into the
existing curriculum.

-To provide a variety of historical resources and documents
pertaining to United States history and the upcoming U.S.
Constitutional Bicentennial.



-To develop analytical and interpretive lessons on object
analysis, works of art as social documents, architecture,
and the use of primary sources.

-To focus on present and future issues of Richmond and Henrico
County, Virginia and the United States, and the relationship
of those issues to past development and lifestyles.

-To involve students at John Rolfe, Varina High School, and other
county schools, in research for the museum's development.

-To provide an on-going museum training program for students
interested in historical research and other areas of the
humanities.

-To stimulate students and teachers to conduct research activitiesand emulate the work of professional historians.

- To utilize staff expertise and resources of local museums in thedevelopment and operation of the John Rolfe Museum and Historical
Research Center and its subsequent educational programs.

-To teach creative thinking skills so as to draw inferences fromthe past and present, project change for the future, and to
initiate meaningful historical projects in the local areas.

- To teach critical thinking skills.

-To teach the scientific inquiry process as a problem-solving
approach to history and as a valid tool for self-directed
learning in any discipline.

- To develop classroom activities and resources which can be
replicated and disseminated.

- To teach skills on how to use a museum as a source of learning
and enjoyment, and to provide information on local museum
programs, exhibits, and services.

-To provide information and on-site study in museum related
careers.

The museum and historical research center received a $40,000.

Excellence in Education grant two years ago from the U.S. Department

of Education. This grant was established by former Secretary of

Education, William C. Bennett, one of the foremost defenders of the

need for the humanities in education.

_3-
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The project, of which growth and permanency are essential goals,

consists of two major areas. Both of these areas, the museum and

the research center, have made great progress due to the grant and

work of the students, and are still in the process of development.

The museum section exhibits objects, documents, and other primary

sources directly related to John Rolfe, Pocahontas, the Varina area

where the school is located, the seventeenth century Virginia Indians,

and the lifestyles of the early Virginia English colonists. It will

also house a photography display of student involvement in the pro-

ject's development and operation. Although students in the school's

Talented and Gifted Program have been involved to date, participation

is expanding to interested students and faculty at John Rolfe and to

other schools in Henrico County.

The historical research center houses a growing collection of

primary sources such as letters, inventories, deeds, diaries, photo-

graphs, documents, and historical objects on everyday life and his-

torical events. A special area on the United States Constitution will

highlight the up-coming Bicentennial. The center also houses books,

reference sources, art prints which,will serve as social documents,

and interpretive activities and teaching materials for classroom in-

struction. Both the museum and the research center will place greater

significance on the importance and revitalization of history and the

humanities, thus strengthening both and developing renewed interest in

their roles in conveying our historical, social and democratic legacies.

One special aspect of this project is that its audiences will also

include school patrons and the professional community who will con-

tribute to the development as well as draw upon its resources and Toro-

grams. To date, students have conducted research in state and local

-4-
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.institutions and corresponded with a Rolfe descendant in England.

They have made and gathered reproduction artifacis, collected

primary cources, developed exhibits, and are presontly working

on further research and classroom activities. Faculty members,

organizations, and individuals are contributing resources, and

are exhibiting genuine interest in the future growth of the project.

The John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center provides a new

dimension to active learning, becomes a promising model of county

and community educational cooperation, and promotes the arts and

sciences.

The arts and sciences are evident in both the museum and

research center and the overall themes are both environmental and

historical in nature. The sciences are most vividly portrayed by

the museum's initial exhibit, a woodland and wildlife painting. This

10' X 4' mral,"The'Untouched Land", was painted by a student. It

depicts the Virginia woodlands before man arrived, and interpretive

activities will focus on man's use of the environment, depletion of

resources, and environmental issues. Another exhibit which will

feature an enlarged version of Captain John Smith's map of Virginia

will emphasize the Chesapeake Bay and the James River, the history

and use of both, and present-day ecological concerns. Other broad

themes emphasized in both the museum and research center include

history, literature, archaeology, architecture, and art. Art is

given a prominent place in the collection and interpretive activities

through historical and art prints. Art prints are used as social

documents or windows on the past, identification of artifacts, and
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historical interpretation. These academic disciplines lend an

interdisciplinary flavor to the project and are coming alive

through exhibits and a growing collection of primary documents.

In addition to the experiences in the John Rolfe Museum and

Historical Research Center, the project encourages teacher and

student knowledge and use of local and state museums and historical

institutions. Staff members at a number of these museums and

institutions have also assisted students in the development of and

research for the Rolfe Museum.

')ne project in which the students have been involved for

several years is local history research. Their focus has been the

Varina area with special emphasis on the lives of John Rolfe and

Pocahontas and their relationship to early Henrico history. This

on-going search inspires a response to a paper presented to the

Arts and Sciences Revisited class at the Virginia Historical Society

by its Director, Dr. Charles Bryan. Dr. Bryan's paper, "On the

Importance of Being Nearsighted: Can Floyd County History Really

Be Interesting?", was a creative, erudite, and convincing nlea

for greater emphasis on local history - -the key to a better under-

standing of state history. The students in the John Rolfe Museum

are one significant example of doing just that--looking for history

in their own backyards and subsequently enlightening others through

activities and exhibits. Although the raison d'etre now encompasses

other goals in addition to local history, the Rolfe Museum had

its seeds in the fact that mahf students in Varina were unaware

of the historical importance of eastern Henrico County to the state

and the nation. The students were also uninformed as to the

-7-
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relationship of the area to the name of their school, John Rolfe.

There was clearly a need to promote an understanding and pride in

their heritage. This need set in motion a beginning search for

their past. Thus the Rolfe Museum has a constant "eye" on being

"nearsighted " -- looking at history close to home as Dr. Bryan

suggests. This nearsightedness is one of the major purposes of

this growing project.

In conjunction with this particular purpose, students have

concentrated on Varina history, with special emphasis on Rolfe

and Pocahontas. This historical detective work has taken them

to the local community, museums, libraries, and history institu-

tions and has focused on primary sources as exciting and invaluable

components in their research. Brief descriptions of several of

the research trips detail their adventures with history at home.

-The Virginia Historical Society Students heard Presen-

tations on the purposes of the Society, types of primary

sources, and skills for conducting research in the library,

archives and picture and print collections; conducted

individual and group research; purchased copies of pertinent

documents. One staff member called the students their

"youngest researchers".

-The Division of Historic Landmarks Students heard presen-

tations on the purposes of the Division, types of historians,

and historical surveys in progress; conducted group research

on Varina in the archaeological and architectural survey

files and map collections; made copies of records nertinent

to Varina history and properties.

-8-
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-England Students have corresponded for three years with

a descendant of John Rolfe, Mr. E. A. Gunther, London;

name was obtained through the Assiciation for the Preservation

of Virginia Antiquities. Through this special correspondence,

letters, maps, research suggestions, books, and friendship

have been received.

-Varina On the James Students interviewed Mrs. W. N.

Stoneman, Sr. on the history of the home and the relation-

ship of the property to Rolfe and Pocahontas; toured the

house and the grounds and gained a better understanding of

the historical and present-day nature of the Varina area.

-The Virginia State Library Students heard a presentation

by the Archivist and received lessons on how to conduct

research in the archival collection and Reference Room;

conducted research in the picture collection and identified

sources relevant to their local history; sources reproduced

by the library photographer.

-Jamestown Festival Park Students heard presentations on

cypes of primary sources located in the library there;

conducted research with those sources and obtained copies

of documents related to Rolfe and Pocahontas; received

instruction in establishing an accessioning system for the

Rolfe Museum collection. (Several other trips have been

taken to Jamestown to learn about Indian and English life-

styles and develop skills for creating exhibits and making

reproduction artifacts.)

-9-
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Research data and sources obtained through these trios are

being used in the creation of museum exhibits. In addition, a

collection of primary sources is being amassed for further research

and classroom interpretive activities. For students contributing

to the museum, their research and exhibit work are accompanied

by lessons such as primary document analysis, validity of sources,

and evaluation of evidence. In an area with such a rich and

significant past, studentsshould not only be learning, but

also producing history. The museum plans to identify other local

history projects that orovicie exciting outlets for students

interested in historical research. These local history projects

should also be an avenue to sparking a new interest among those

whose view of history is static. One such project has already

been discussed in c,njunction with the Division of Historic

Landmarks.

Of the many books in the Rolfe Museum's Research Center,

several focus on developing skills for local heritage investigations.

These books include:

- Nearb Histor , Kyrig and Marty, American Association of
State an Local History (AASLH)

-Local Government Records, Jones, AASLH

- Local History Collections, A Manual for Librarians, Thompson,
AASLH

-Researching, TIritina, and Publishing Local History, Felt,
AASLH

-Recording
x-tilHistor, Fletcher, Gamut Books

-A Guidebook to Vir inia's Historical Markers, Peters,
Univers ty Press of Virginia

-Tracing Yc.ir Ancestry, (uidebook and Logbook, Helmhold,
Oxmoor HOUbd
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One crucial aspect of this museum and research center 2roject

is to share ideas for replication with other educators. The

following are a few suggestions for bringing the humanities and

the sciences to life in the classroom, creating exhibits, and

developing museum-related activities.

- Bol-ow resources from the John Rolfe nuseum and. Historical

Res0.%rch Center. ;'(:)me of these resources could include

copies of primary sources, artifact boxes, interpretive

activities, books on how to set up exhibits, slide programs

on museums and historical research techniques, and resource

books. Many other sources are available. Obtain an

inventory.

- Design studies which incorporate opportunities for students

to create classroom exhibits and activities related to those

exhibits. Examples could include ideas such as an art gallery,

a collection of objects, a natural habitat such as a beach,

or a photography display.

- Have students bring historical objects and family documents

from collections at home. Set up a tlassroom archives" and

ask students to investigate what an archivist does.

-Make artifact boxes of a particular period in history.

Reproduction objects can be obtained from museum shops and

other sources given to you by museum educators.

-Collect primary documents such as letters, ohotogranhs,

maps, journals, prints, etc. from archival rooms and

manuscript libraries.

-Purchase prints of works of art from art museums. The
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National Gallery of Art in Washington sells 11" x 14" prints

for $1.00 a piece. Use these prints for classroom exhibits

and activities such as the use of art in a social h4.story

context to interpret lifestyles or to convey mood, personality,

emotions, and events.

-Take slides of museum exhibits and conduct interpretive

sessions in the classroom. See examples provided of activity

sheets, "How to Use a Museum as a Resource."

-Borrow museum handling collections that are designed for loan

purposes. Create your own handling collection with purchased

reproductions for objects brought in by students. Se sugges-

tions for object analysis activities.

-Conduct local history or family genealogical research with

students. See earlier field trip descriptions for ideas of

area resources.

-Invite museum staff members to your classroom.

-Borrow educational resources from museums.

Aspirations for the John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research

Center include its use by teachers, students, and the community

as a center of learning, academic adventure, and pride. The arts,

the sciences, the humanities -- all come together to promote and

provide an enlivened sense of our past and ourselves.
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Virginia Commonwealth University
October 1, 1987

Ms. Anne Vaden
John Rolfe Middle School
7800 Messer Road
Richmond, VA 23231

Dear Anne:

I am pleased to invite you to participate in my symposium on
museum education at the annual convention of the International
Reading Association in Toronto, Canada on May 6th, 1988. I am
delighted to have your presentation on the Varina In-School
Museum as a part of the session.

I have enclosed for your use a copy of the revised program
format. Your portion of the program will be about 50 minutes. I

will have a carousel slide projector with me that we can use. An
overhead projector is provided in eac% conference room.

Please feel free to develop your presentation eny way you
chose within the framework. I would expert that you can use much
of what you presented to my class this summer.

Thank you again for agreeing to be a part of the program. I
really believe we can make a contribution to language arts
teaching.

Sincerely,

Patricia H. Duncan
Professor of Education

PHD: ask

Enclosure

School of Eduoatton Boot 2020 Oliver Hall South 1015 Walla Ma r, Street Richmond. Virginia 23284.0001
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Friday, May 6 - 9:00-11:45 a.m.
SYMPOSIUM 54
CONVENTION CENTRE, ROOM 103 b

Using the Museum to Teach Reading and Writing Intended for
classroom teachers and language arts specialists, grades K-12.

Cochairing: Patricia H. Duncan, Virginia Commonwealth
University; Karen Larson, San Antonio Museum Association

Locating and Using Museum Resources.
Speaker: Patricia Duncan

Special Museum Programs for Teachers and Children.
Speaker:. Karen Larsen

Language Arts Activities at the Museum.
Speaker: Karen Larsen

Exten!ing the Museum Experience Through Classroom
Reading and Writing.

Speaker: Patricia Duncan

The In-School Museum: Building Identity and Critical Thought.
Speaker: Anne Vaden, John Rolfe Middle School,

Henrico County, Virginia
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Priding Surf Development in Reading for Developing CountriesSpeaker Lawrence L. Smith

Summary

Speaker: Lawrence L. Smith

SYMPOSIUM SOCONVENTION CENTRE. ROOF! 2010slaking the Invisible Visible: Teaching
Cognitive Strategies inRadios And Writing Intended for teachers, teacher educators,op researchers, grades K-12. Cochairing: James Gavelek,Michigan State University: Michael Pressley. University of West-413 Ontario

sharing the Secrets of Reading with Unoersunding
Speaker: Karen K. Winon, University of Michigan

building Ownership of Comprehension Strategies through Recip-rocal Teaching
Speaker Annenutrie S. Palincsar. Michigan State University

Composing and Comprehending
Expository TextSpeaker Taffy E. Raphael, Michigan State UniversityCoauthor Cato! Sue Engler', Michigan State UniversityWriting to Clarify Thoughts about Literature

Speaker: Kathryn H. Au, Kamehameha School, Honolulu,Hawtaii
Coauthor: Judith Schen, Kamehuneha School, Honolulu,Hawaii

Explicit Elements in Cognitive Process Teaching and How Teach-ers Can Enhance Children's
Cognitive MediationSpeaker: Gerald Duffy, Michigan State UniversityCoauthor: Laura R. Rockier, Michigan State Universityliegranve Discussion and Commentary

Speaker: James Gavelek, Michael Preuley

SYMPOSIUM SICONVENTION CENTRE, ROOM 201DWren's Chokes Books Change the School's Reading Ern-l Intended for classroom teachers. reading consultants,ether trainers, and administrators, grades K-6. Chairing:Gees M. Cox, Lawton, Oklahosna
Use of Children's

Choices Change Reading Emphasis: UsingDam and Writing with Children's ChoicesSpeaker: Peggy Compton Moberly, Kent School District,Washington

Iscoroorating Children's Choices with ThemesSpeaker: Sandy Anderson. Kant School District, Washingtonhennaing a Schoolwide Emphasis on Reading Using Children'sChoices

Speaker: Jan Jackson, North Kitsap School District, WashingtonWitting Children's Choices in Content Area ReadingSpeaker: Pat A. Johanson, Kent School District. Washingtonftiocating Parents in Using Litemnue as an Alternative to Work-Wm: An Adrnirtistratoes ViewpointSpeaker: Tom Bettis, Kent School District, WashingtonSuinary

Shaker: Owen M. Cox

SYMPOSIUM 52CONVENTION CENTRE, ROOM 20IFenrainnication: The Key to Effective
Reading Programs In-IOW for

class/con teachers,
reading teachers,

supervisors, andallnittistrstrtrs gr des K-6. Chairing: Sue A. Deffenbaugh,
WeHater it Schools, Connecticut

-..0.41111.1401111110110.0...".

MP

Coordinating Classroom and Remedial Programs for More Effective Instruction
Speaker: Pamela Jones. Mississauga Public Schools. OntarioTeachers and Principals Together for Better InstructionSpeaker' Floyd Sucher. Anchorage. Alaska

Parents and Teachers United: We're in This Together!Speaker: Elaine Aoki. Seattle Public Schools
Summary: A Coordinated Effort for Effective

Reading ProgramsSpeaker: Sue A. Deffenbaugh

SYMPOSIUM 53CONVENTION CENTRE. ROOM 1048Preparing Learners for Differing Llteracies intended forteachers. reading consultants. and program planners. middleschool-adult. Chairing: Leo C. Fay. Indiana thAverskyHirsch's ''Cu1nsral Literacy" and What It Mean for TeachersSpeaker: Leo C. Pay
Civic Literacy: Preparing Learners to Meet the Current LiteracyDemands of Participating as Citizens

Speaker: Frederick Smith, Indiana University
Civilian Functional and Occupational

Literacies: IntegratingLearner Preparation into Existing CurriculaSpeaker: Larry Mikulecky, Indiana University
Military Functional and Occupational Literocks; Lessons to BeLearned from Military Literacy Programs
Speaker: Jorie W. Philippi, Big Bend Community College. Eat-Pop= Division, Bad Kreunnach. W. GermanyPanel Discussion
Moderator: Leo C, Fay

SYMPOSIUM 54
411PCONVENTION CENTRE, ROOM 1039Using the Museum to Teach Reading and Writing Intended forclassroom teachers and language arts specialists, grades K-12.Cochairing: Patricia H. Duncan. Virginia Commonwealth Univer-sity; Karen Larsen, San Antonio Museum Association

Locating and Using
Museum ResourcesSpeaker: Patricia H. Duncan

Special Museum Programs for Teachers and ChildrenSpraker: Karen Larsen
Language Arts Activities at the MuseumSpeaker: Karen Larsen
Extending the Museum Experience through Classroom Readingand Writing
Speaker: Patricia H. Duncan

The In-School Museum: Building Identity and Critics' 'noughtSpeaker: Anne S. Vaden, John Rolfe Middle School, HenncoCounty, Virginia
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6../471:amdith Virginia Commonwealth University

May 13, 1988

Ms. Anne Vaden
John Rolfe Middle School

7800 Messer Road
Richmond, VA 23231

Dear Anne:

Thank you for your excellent presentation on the Varina In-School

Museum given at the annual conference of the International Reading

Association on May 6 in Toronto, Canada. I know our audience was very

impressed with your orc mization and creativity in developing this

project.

I an giving your address and telephone number to Nancy Holmes,

Senior Associate Editor of Learning Magazine. She plans to do a

feature on our symposium. We may make the national press!

I will be contacting you soon to see about establishing a support

group for the museum. In the meantime, let me know if there is any

other way I can help with this most worthwhile project.

Sincerely,

Patricia H. Duncan
Professor of Education

PHD/sr
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i'' Virginia Commonwealth University

May 13, 1988

Ms. H. Nancy Holmes
Senior Associate Editor
Springhouse Corporation, Learning Magazine
1111 Bethlehem Pike
Springhouse, PA 19477

Dear Nancy:

It was a real pleasure to have you among the group at our IRA
presentation, "Teaching Reading and Writing Through Museum ActivitiesTM.
You enthusiastic participation certainly inspired us to give our
best.

As you could tell from observing us, we three are very committed
.

to the use of museums as educational resources. We have over the years
developed an abundance of information on the subject.

you.
As you requested I am listing our addresses and phone numbers for

Dr. Patricia H. Duncan
Virginia Commonwealth University
Box 2020
Richmond, VA 23284-2020 Home: (804) 740-4868

Office: (804) 367-1308 or 1324

Ms. Karen Larsen
Classroom Services Coordinator
The San Antonio Museum Association
P. 0. Box 2601
San Antonio, TX 78299-2601 Phone: (512) 226-5544

Ms. Anne Vaden
John Rolfe Middle School
7800 Messer Road
Richmond, VA 23231 Phone: (804) 222-5975

or
(804) 222-7030

School of Education Box 2020 Oliver Hall-South 1015 West Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23284.2020 8 6



Ms. H. Nancy Holmes
Page 2

May 13, 1988

Thank you for your interest in our work. We shall look forward tohearing from you.

cc: Anne Vaden
Karen Larsen

Sincerely,

Patricia H. Duncan, Ed.D.
Professor of Education
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JOHN ROLFE MUSEUM AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTER

The John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Centerwas begun in 1982 to stimulate community knowledge and
interest in regional heritage, provide a "real world" outlet
for students pursuing historical research, and broaden students'perspectives about sources of knowledge and how to use themeffectively. The project, of which growth and permanency areessential goals, consists of two major areas and was recently
funded by a U.S. Excellence in Education grant. The $40,000.provided by the grant over a two year period will cover thecosts of establishing the project, after which additional
funds will be needed for maintenance and future development.

One of these areas is the John Rolfe Museum. The museumsection will exhibit objects, documents, and other primary
sources directly related to John Rolfe, Pocahontas, the Varinaarea where the school. is located, the seventeenth century
Virginia Indians, and the lifestyles of the early Virginia
colonists. It will also house a photography display of studentinvolvement in the project's development and operation. Althoughstudents in the school's Talented and Gifted Program have beeninvolved to date, participation will expand to interested
students and faculty throughout the school.

The Historical Research Center will house a growing
collection of primary sources such as letters, inventories,deedsl.diaries, photographs, documents, and historical. objectson everyday life and historical events. A special area on theUnited States Constitution will highlight the up-coming Bicenten-nial. The center will also house boOks, reference sources, artprints which will serve as social documents, and interpretiveactivities and teaching materials for classroom instruction. Boththe museum and the research center will place greater significanceon the importance and revitalization of history and the humanities,thus strengthening both and developing renewed interest in theirroles in conveying our historical, social and democratic legacies.

There are twenty specific objectives which have been classifiedinto fi.ee. broad categories which will be stated for purposes ofbrevity. These following categories also encompass a multitudeof strategies for establishing and operating the program:

-To acquire and organize the collection
-To develop teacher and student knowledge of Community
resources and assist in the use of those resources

-To design innovative curriculum which encourages
inquiry learning and an interdisciplinary approach-To provide new scholarly opportunities for studentsat all ability levels



-To generate community support and interprofessionalcooperation and involvement in the research,development, instruction and programs.
A museum houses resources which awaken curiosity andenhance positive attitudes to discovery and learning. Inthe formative stages of the project, students in the Programfor the Talented and Gifted at John Rolfe Middle School havebenefitted from this project and participated in its develop-ment. During this and subsequent years, the program willexpand to serve the student body' at John Rolfe and secondarystudents throughout Henrico County. The facility itself willbe located within John Rolfe Middle School. One special aspectof this project is that its audiences will also include schoolpatrons and the professional community who will contribute tothe development as well as draw upon its resources and programs.
Todate, students have conducted research in state andlocal institl:tions and corresponded with a Rolfe descendant iftEngland. They have made and gathered reproduction artifacts,collected primary sources, develoLJd exhibits; and are presentlyworking on further research'and classroom activities. Facultymembers, organizations, and individuals dre contributingresources, and are exhibiting genuine interest in the futuregrowth of the project. The John Rolfe Museum and HistoricalResearch Center provides a new dimc.ision to active learning and

. becomes a promising model of county and community educationalcooperation.
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OBJECTIVES

The magnitude of the John Rolfe Museum and Historical
Research Center project, of which permanency and growth are twomajor goals, determined the need for a large number of objectives.

-To strengthen history and develop renewed interest in and
respect for its significance in conveying our historical,
social, and democratic legacies.

-To encourage interest in and knowledge of Varira's heritageas significant in local, state and national history and to
further develop pride in the area.

-To instill pride in the students and community as preserversof history and strengthen school ties to the community.

-To develop interprofessional cooperation and effective
communication between schools and museums, as well as the
business and governmental communities.

-To collect information about the man, John Rolfe, and his
contributions to .Virginia's and the nation's economic
development, and to develop knowledge of early seventeenth
century Virginia Indians with particular emphasis on
Pocahontas and her marriage to John Rolfe.

-To provide information on Varina Farm, its classification as
a Virginia Historic Landmark, and its significance in local,
state, and national history.

-To collect and incorporate local heritage resources into the
existing curriculum.

-To provide a variety of historical resources and documents
pertaining to United States History and the upcoming U. S.
Constitution Bicentennial.

-To develop analytical and interpretive lessons on object
analysis, works of art as social documents, architecture,
and the use of primary sources.

-'To focus on present and future issues of Richmond and
Henrico County, Virginia and the United States, and the
relationship of those issues to past development and lifestyles.

-To involve students at John Rolfe, Varina High School, and
other county schools, in research for the museum's development.

-To provide an on-going museum training program for students
interested in historical research and other areas of :he
humanities.

-To stimulate students and teacherr to conduct research activitiesand emulate the work of professio.al historians.



-To utilize staff expertise and resources of local museumsin the development and operation of The John Rolfe Museumand Historical Research Center and its subsequent Jducationalprograms.

-To teach 'creative thinking skills so as to draw infezencesfrom the past and present, project change for the future, andto initiate meaningful historical projects in the local areas.

-To tea..n critical thinking skills.

-To teach the Scientific Inquiry Process as a problem-solving
approach to history and as a valid tool for self-directedlearning in any discipline.

-To develop classroom activities and resources which can bereplicated and disseminated.

-To incorporate an interdisciplinary approach to the museumand historical research center with special emphasis on thehumanities.

-To teach skills on how to use a museum as a source of learningand enjoyment, and to provide information on local museumprograms, exhibits, and services.

-To provide information and on-site study in museum relatedcareers.

0
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The following straterkes for atablishing ant operating the John Rolle Museum
and Nistorical Research Center have bean classified into five broad cateopries
and encompass all of the aforementioned objectives as atatee in Part "7 of .he
Prolog.' Narrative, National Significance. Areas that involve teacher workshoos
and in-service are list& wader the category of innovative curri culum. cameral
strategies relate to more than one category and are listed more than once.

The first category is c.2Lkt.jt..mt.Lcton*mt.m.ian..maL__madoati etrateoies
related to this aspect of operation tnclueet

-Developing acouisition Iodides

-!dentifying history agencies, organisations, ane research collectierms far
relevant data and Primer/ sourees

-Visiting museums to immure pertinent obiects and manuscript codes for Loan
or permanent &munition

- Devolming acceaslion ane catalo5ing systems

-Working with local families to obtain historical objects and documents as
gifts or loan ttems

- Continuing norrespor'ence with dacendents of John Aolfe.in England to
obtain interesting information are research materials not available in the
U.S. and to build on this stimulating relationship

raLlicc.j.pd,ctet is dove n 'her e st ent knot/Woe of .c
resources and a a . ise.a:ftsstamstm214 Strategies relate to
tma aspect of operation inclucle

a

- 7.nvolv4.ng a cross-section of students, teachers, administrators, and color!?
oe,sonnol in the plannIno and development of the John Rolfe museum ant'
Vistorical Research Center.

-Developing teacher And student surveys on knowloege of local %.istoricsl;
educational, cultural, business, and governmeRtal resources

-Assisting teachers in arranoina and nlanning of field trios art' in develop-
ing curriculum for student preparation ane meaningful follow-up

-Developing teacher workshops on '..he effective use of the John Rolfe Plasm-
and Sistorical Research Center

- Professionally apiroducing for teacher and student use a slide orofrae on
Richmond's historical, educational, and cultural resources

- Developing new aloe!' program, for classroom u*e on community resources,
local museum exhibits, and new Rolfe Museum and bicentennial curricula
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the third category is designing
inn921112.12Friculam (a). Strategies relate

to this Aspect of
operation includes

-Developing teacher and student surveys on curriculum needs and Interests-Developing interpretive programs and primary source activities for use in
the John Rolfe Museum and historical Research Center-Developing Traveling Fits with objects and primary sources and

accompanying
interpretive activities for use in classrooms throughout the county-Developing U.S. Constitution Sicentennial Primary Source Packets and
accompanying interpretive activities, questions, independent study ideas,
and suggested

resources, to be housed in Ristory Departments of each middle
and high school in Renrico County (six middle schools and seven high schools- Developing additional curriculum ideas for special

recognition of the U.S.
Constitution bicentennial (Specific plans for $2, 4 and 5 ere found In the
Project Narrative, Improving Elementary and Secondary

Education)-Using the John Rolfe Museum and Eistorical Research Center as a
central clearing house for prepared units and activities developed by twenty
Benrico County teachers who participated in a National

Endowment for the
Eumanities Grant, Teacher

ItgaIMLLAIWWWWWLftMIAMI (A four day
stud! in Colonial Williamsburg, April l9112)

-Developing
intsrdiscinlinary studies to involve as many curriculum areas

as possible

-Developing museum field trip preparation and follow-up questions at different
levels of thinking in both the cognitive and affective realms-Assisting teachers in developing units of study an selected topics using
the John Rolfe Museum and Eistorical

Research Center materials-Visiting classrooms throughout the county to teach lessons using materials
housed in the John Rolfe Museum and historical Research Center-Serving as a liaison to local museums by taking their handling collections
and other resources into county classrooms and conducting special related'
activities and lessons

-Professionally reoroducine for claser;om use a narrated slide program,
°Search for the Past," on the roles of different types of historians
(researcher, architect, archaeologist, curator, and interpreter)-Developing new media

programs for classroom
use on new John Rolfe Museum

and historical
Research Center and bicentennial curricula

The fourth category is providing new scholarly
opeortunitiss for indents at

all ability levels. Strategies related to this aspect of operation &nclude:-Training students in historical research techniques and interpretive skil:s
to assist in the development and operation of the John Rolfe museum and
Ristorical Research Center

-Xntroducing students to museum careers through materials and information.
on-site studies, and mentors where serious interests are indicated-Involving students in working with local families to obtain historical
objects and documents for the John Rolfe museum and Ristorical Research
Center



-Continuing student and teacher correspondence with descendants of JohnRolfe in England to obtain materials and information and develop an on-going friendship

-Involving students in exhibit design as a productive follow-up to analysisof exhibits in local museums

-rnvottrinq students in categorizing and cataloging objects and primarysources

-Continuing to involve students in authentic artifact reproduction as aresult of training by professional historians
-Developing artifact and primary source interpretive

programs for studentlessons in the museum and classroom
-Dermaccing Traveling Artifact and Document Kits for use by students in
other schools in the county

-Encouraging classroom and independent study use of the bicentennial material:
and activities as described in Project Narrative, Improving Elementary and
Secondary Education

-*employing and facilitating local history projects for students as productiTe
outlets of knowledge gained, to be shared in school, John Rolfe museum andHistorical Research Center, and community settings where appropriate-Assisting in on-site studios for small groups of students

-Conducting student seminars on issues and topics related to the humanities
The fifth category is

g___g_2enoratinimmmEILq.__Elmrtandinvolvemea________tLainstruction., Strategies related to this aspect of operation include:-Developing a Parent Docent Program
-Training parents in historical research techniques and interpretive skills
to assist in the development and operation of the John Rolfe Museum andHistorical Research Center

-Identifying museum, business, and governmental professions to serve as on-going consultants on a Rolfe Museum Advisory Hoard
- Providing information regarding !boric° County school curricula to museumstaffs

-Attending museum, business, and governmental functions and conferences todevelop interprofessional involvement
-Attending Inter-Museum council of Richmond (ICOR) meetings to inform membersof school needs and to learn of deve.oping programs and services, therapypmeoting a school-museum partnership
-Arranging opportunities for museum, business, and governmental personnel
to serve as resources in the classroom

-working with local families to discuss the John Rolfe Museum and Historlca:.Research Center development ideas and obtaining
historical objects anddocuments for loan or permanent acquisition

-working with school and local community organizations in the planning,development, and operation of the John Rolfe museum and Historical Resesr:-.
Center

3-13-b
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Henrico County Public Schools

John Rolfe Middle School 6901 Messer Road Richmond, VA 23231

Mr. Richard Moxley
Agecroft Association
4305 Sulgrave Road
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Dear Richard,

March 22, 1988

You were most kind to take time from your work at Agecroft
to come to Rolfe and work with my museum group. You and Mrs. Gabb
certainly sparked our enthusiasm in developing a 17th century
English herb garden as an outdoor exhibit for the John Rolfe Museum.
The students thoroughly enjoyed meeting you and enjoyed your pre-
sentation and the discussion. Although Mary is the most active in
herb garden research, all of the students now want to take part in
the garden's development. That growing interest is to yours and
Mrs. Gabb's credit. You certainly succeeded in boosting my con-
fidence in pursuing this goal.

You shared a lot of essential information that will help us
get started. Books give us design and types of plants, but I was
relieved to learn basic preparation and gardening techniques.
Mrs. Gabb's bibliography will then help us with the plants and
their placement.

We do look forward to our visit to Agecroft in May. I will
be in touch with you to see if it continues to suit your schedule.
I have submitted a budget to our Rolfe Community Council and I
should have a good idea of available funds by that time.

I do want to apologize for not.writing socer. An unexpected
occurrence in the "life" of our museum came up ihe week after your
visit. The School Board did not fund it for next year. I felt as
though a part of me and my students has been taken away, and have
spent the last few weeks trying to deal with that reality, person-
ally and professionally. With no time to operate it, I am trying
to develop some alternative ideas to keep it open. I have not yet
told the students and we continue our plans as scheduled.

Again, thank you for serving as such a valuable resource. We
would not be able to take on this special project without your
guidance. We look forward to seeing you in May.

Sincerely,

L

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the
Talented and Gifted

49
Telephone 18041 222-7030
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-Submitting grant requests to area businesses and industries foradditional funding for the project

-Contacting loCal families Ind civic organizations to serve as patronsof the John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center

In addition to the stated classified strategies, needs and requirementsmust be assessed as they relate to security, building codes, access, insurance,and maintenance. We will also seek further financial assistance from countyadministrative personnel and Renrico County School Hoard.

(2) The John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center will not be limitedto any one group. The development of programs, lessons, and activities will takein to account students of all ability levels, with certain activities aspeciallydesigned for the needs of particular levels. Teachers in all disciplines andspecial areas will have access to the materials.
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TEACHER GUIDELINES

FOR PLANNING A MUSEUM VISIT

r. Teachers play vital roles in all phases of a museum visit,
thus binding museums and schools in common goals for learning.
Below are suggested guidelines making a museum experience an
integral part of classroom instruction.

A. Evaluate what the museum visit can do to enhance learningbeyond the resources available in the school.
B. Develop objectives for the visit. Refer to broad goalslisted (pg.6)when developing specific objectives.
C. Visit the museum to become familiar with the exhibits andidentify the ones which best compliment your instruction.
D. Inform the muses 1 educator of:

1. objectives for the visit
2. curriculum
3. ideas as to how the museum visit should relate

to your classroom instruction
4. the needs, levels, and interests of your students,

E. Inquire as to the various programs and services availableand select a program that addresses the needs above. Ifplanned programs do not meet your curriculum needs, make
suggestions as to alternative activities or special areasof focus.

F. Conduct appropriate classroom preparation in terms of
knowledge you expect students to gain.

G. Relate objectives of visit to classroom instruction.
H. Discuss the following with students in preparation:

1. nature of the collection
2. purposes and functions of the museum
3. type of program in which they will be involved
4. objectives of visit
5. skills and attitudes necessary for a successful

museum visit.

I. Develop appropriate follow-up in the classroom.

1. oral and written evaluations and activities
2. evaluation of student performance and participation3. student evaluation of experience
4. "after the trip" questions related to exhibits

(focus on analysis, synthesis [creative thinking],
and evaluation)

5. creative products related to the museum experience
for display in classroom and/or museum

6. application of skills, i.e. observation and inference,in classroom lessons.



EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF A MUSEUM VISIT

II. The following are broad goals which a teacher can use in planning
a museum experience.

A. To learn how to use a museum as a resource in research.

B. To develop an understanding that knowledge exists in
many different forms.

C. To understand relationships among sources of knowledge.

D. To develop inquiry skills.

E. To sharpen powers of observation and interpretation.

F. To become an active participant in the learning process.

G. To provide an aesthetic and affective experience as a
necessary part of learning.

H. To develop a love of learning.

I. To broaden opportunities for research beyond
secondary sources.

J. To enjoy a museum and see it as an educational institution.

Anne S. Vaden
Teacher, Program for the

Talented and Gifted
John Rolfe Middle School
Henrico County Public Schools
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These sample questions present opportunities for in-depth"After the Trip" discussions, writing assignments, orenrichment. These types of questions develop criticaland creative thought. They require the higher levelthinking skills and can be used as a culmination to themuseum visit itself cr given in the essential classroom follow-up.

1. HISTORY

a. Analysj.5

-Compare (sin-ilarities) and contrast
(differences) in two exhibits.
(themes, types of objects, exhibit design, etc.)

b. Synthesis

-After looking at objects that help us betterunderstand past events and people, predictpossible items that you think will be exhibited ina history.museum to tell about American life inthe 1980's.,,

c. Evaluation
-The past is worth preserving. Support or refutethat statement using what you saw and learnedin the museum.

-Based on your museum visit, how has your view ofhis,'ory changed?

2. ANY TYPE OF MUSEUM

Evaluation

Name the
objects/exhibits/works of art which did thefollowing for you:

-Taught you the most
-Really interested you
-Made you think about the future
-Produced the deepest feelings
-Made you think of a time or event in your own life.

3. ART

a. Analysis

-Compare and contrast two styles of painting.
b. Synthesis

-Create your own work of art

...to illustrate a technique found in the museum,

99
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...to make a social statement about life
in the 1980's,

...to...(your own idea)

-Predict what you think art will be like in the
twenty-first century. (consider materials, techniques,
themes, etc.)

c. Evaluation

-Learning about works of art is a valuable part of your
education. Based on your experience in the galleries,
support that statement.

-Based on your museum visit, how has your view of art
changed?

4. SCIENCES

a. Analysis

-Select two animals that live in different environments.
Explain :sow their appearances reIgEiE6Eheir habitats.

b. Synthesis

-Based on your observations of airplane design over the
years, illustrate what you think the plane of the twenty-
first century will look like.

c. Evaluation

-"Science at best provides us with questions, not
absolute answers."

Norman Cousins
(found in the National Museum of Air and Space)

Explain what you think this statement means using
examples of octs you saw in the museum.

-Explain what you think that statement means from the
perspective of space, natural history, technology, etc.

-Based on your museum visit, how has your view of
science changed?

-Of the scientific developments you found exhibited in the
museum, which do you think is the most valuable to
man's progress?



SUGGESTIONS FOR AN OBJECT ANALYSIS ACTIVITY

IV'. Objectives for an object analysis may include:

-Relate knowledge of pericx culture and life to objects
in question

-Analyze objects and render personal interpretation
-Measure the accuracy of personal interpretation
against historical data
-Refine inquiry skills
-Apply analytical abilities to pait, present and
future lifestyles

-Learn to use sources beyond the written word for
historical research

-Discuss new attitudes acquired by studying the past through
objects and evaluate in relation to life today

V. Sample questions in developing an object analysis activitymay include the following examples.

Introducing Object:

-What is the object?
- What was its purpose?
-How was it used?
- Was it used in daily life or for special occasions?
- Was it handmade/machine made?
-What do the objects tell you about the life of its owners?
-What might the "history" of the object have been beforeit was acquired by the museum?

Analyzing Object for General Conclusions:
-With what type of person would each object be associated?-If using this ob.lect where might you be?
-What might you be doing? Could you find yourself in asimilar situation today? If so, what.?
-Could this object. be used today? How? Available? Whyor why not? In a different form?

Follow-Up:

A. Compare and contrast modern technology to these objects.

-How are our lives similar/different?
-Predict which objects will be the same 100 years from now.-Which will be different or obsolete? Explain
your hypotheses.

B. By looking at the past, present, and future through objectswhat broad conclusions can you draw about the needs ofpeople in any period of time?

C. How do you feel about studying history through objects ?.Explain.
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HISTORICAL PRINTS

PHOTOGRAPHS

NEWSPAPERS

WORKS OF ART

PORTRAITS

DIARIES

. JOURNALS

LETTERS

COUNTY &
CITY RECORDS

BOOKS

INVENTORIES

WILLS

DEEDS

MAPS

DOCUMENTS

MEMOIRS

PERIOD
LITERATURE

OBJECTS
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HISTORICAL PRINTS

PHOTOGRAPHS

NEWSPAPERS

WORKS OF ART

PORTRAITS

* DIARIES

40 JOURNALS

LETTERS

COUNTY &
CITY RECORDS

BOOKS

INVENTORIES

WILLS

DEEDS

MAPS

DOCUMENTS

MEMOIRS

PERIOD
LITERATURE

OBJECTS
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SELF-DIRECTED REAL WORLD OUTLETS
LEARNING \ I / FOR KNOWLEDGE

ACTIVE LEARNING 0. DIVERSE SOURCES
woos OF KNOWLEDGE
0111111ftio

INDIVIDUAL
PERCEPTIONS

SELF-CONFIDENCE
IN RESEARCH

IDEA PRODUCTION

it

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

LOCAL MUSEUMS

CAREERS

HIGHER LEVELS OF
THINKING & FEELING
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Historical Itesearril Tenter

THE JOHN ROLFE MUSEUM STAFF

'e;HO WILL YOU BE?

DEFT. OF COLLECTIONS

Develop accession system
Keep record books and catalog cards
Number all objects and documents
Store all artifacts, documents, etc.
Catalog books

* Gather objects and primary sources

DEPT. OF RESEARCH AND MANUSCRIPTS

Research 17th Century English architecture
Division of Historic Landmarks Historic

Rolfe and Pocanontas in Virginia
Rolfe and Pocahontas in England

(Information to go into the exhibit)
Life in 17th Century England-people, Monarchy,

arts, music, dress, literature, events, etc.
Research 17th Century life in Virginia
Research Varina History

DEPT: OF PROGRAMS AND EDUCATION

Design and write activities for small groups and classes
Select materials for use in classroom- Make inventory

DEPT.OF EXHIBITION

Design prehistoric Indian exhibit
Design 17th Century herb garden (research included)
Construct Indl.an longhouse
Make reproduction artifacts
Design and draw map exhibit
Paint Jamestown mural

DiPT. OF PRESERVATION

Store documents in archival kits and materials.
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1

TEACHER

Evaluating Evidence

. Explain that there are two
major types of sources used in
historical study. These are
primary and secondary sources.
Discuss WHY they should know
the differences between
primary and secondary
material. Lead questions:

What does the passage of
time do to memory and facts?

Does it make any difference
where yo'i collect your evi-
dence? Why?

Suggested discussion:
Knowing the difference in
the two types of sources
helps determine the
relationship of evidence to
the problem in areas such as
Time written
Authenticity
Validity
Authorship
Accuracy
Purpose for writing
Sources uf:ed

Emphasize the need to
evaluate sources in order to
determine the most credible
and relevant types of evidence.

Relate these ideas through a
situation relevant to the
students. Based on the ideas
being discussed, ask if they
have any examples.
Discuss that or any other examples
in relation to terms listed
above.

2. 2.

Ask: What do you now
think primary sources are?
Secondary sources?
Are there advantages to each?
Why or why not?

,3

STUDENTS

Might respond with a
situation such as:
"My grandfather kept a
journal while he was
stationed in England
during World War II.
I would rather learn
about events in WW II
by reading his journal
than studying a textbook."

Should arrive at definitions
similar to the following:

Primary sources are
written material or
objects original to the



J.

TEACHER

After discussing the two
types of sources, give the
students a list of examples
of both types. Explain
that the classification of
sources can depend on the
historical problem itself.
Review the following
example with the class.
Example:
Source: Richmond Times

Dispatch election
day issue, Nov. 2,
1976 (contains an
article on Richmond
politics at the
beginning of the
Civil War)

Problem #1s What was
Richmond like at
the beginning of
the Civil War?

Problem #2: How did the
Richmond Times
7115ifFE cover the
Ford-Carter
Presidential cam-
paign and election?

Is the newspaper a primary or
secondary source for each
problem?

Emidnasizel "You see from this
example that the same source
can be both a primary and
secondary source, depending
on the problem.

Based on the same two prob-
lems, now direct the class
to classify the sources
listed on the Activity
Sheet, "What Are Primary
and Secondary Sources?"

STUDE.NTS

period and problem
under study--first-
hand information.
Secondary sources pro-
vide or contain informa-
tion derived from primary
or original sources -
second -hand information.

. Should respond:
Problem ffl. - Secondary
Problem len Primary

108
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After students complete both
classifications, review the
answers in class. Then call
to their attention the
differences in classifica-
tion, again emphasizing
those differences in the
type of source depending
on its relationship to the
problem under study.

7. Point out that most
evidence has a slanted
view. Ask what a researcher
must consider when using
primary and secondary sources?

e.) Hand out student Activity
Sheets, "Evaluation of
Sources." Using the ideas
mentioned above and the
examples on the Teacher
Reference Sheet, Separating
Fact From Opinion,"
evaluate paragraphs through
class discussion in order
for students to practice
evaluative skills.

7.

9. "How often do you, as students,
have the opportunity to use
primary sources and dig into
ilistory to find your own answers?
Now is your chance, so let's
make the most of it and find out
what life was really like in
pre-Civil War South:"

109

STUDaITS

In discussing what an
historian must consider
in using sources, stu-
dents might suggest.
Distinguish fact from
opinion, weed out bias,
be aware of emotion,
and appraise the
influence of each in
a given source.
Also consider for whom
the writing is intended.
as well as the incom-
plete view of an ex-
cerpt taken from a
larger work.



Study the list of
as either a primary or
E the source does not
space blank.

sources below and catagorize each
secondary source for each problem.
relate to the problem, leave the

SOUFCES PROBLEM ff1
What was Richmond
like at the begin
ning of the Civil
War?

PROBLZM ff2
How did the Rich-
mond Times Dispatc,
cover the Ford -
Carter campaign?

Civil War diary

Traveler's journal of
visit to South, 1850's

Your history textbook
account

Letter from campaign
headquarters concerning
press coverage

Property deed for 1861
business .

Interview with present
Ri hmond Times Dispatch
E for

Richmond Times Dispatch,
November 1, 1g60

A spinning wheel, ca.
1850

A modern historian's
account of Richmond's
selection as Capital of
the Confederacy

Book on history of
Richmond politics c®
1977

............
Richmond Times Dispatch,

A.
November 17-1176

Records of a Richmond
church, mid1800's
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SOURCES PROBLEM ffl
What was Richmond
like at the begin
ning of the Civil
War?

How did the Rich-
mond Times Dispatc
cover the Ford -
Carter campaign:Inventory

of a Richmond
home, 1860

Magazine survey of elec-
coverage of Virginia
newspapers, 1976

1979 interview with Rich-
mond historian on
buildings still in use
since the 1850's

.

Richmond print, 1858
-r------------

Civil War Times llus-
teit4C-JuniII7

1976 article by Rich-
--------.--,...

mond Times Dispatch
Fartrainiriter on
the history of politi-
cal views of that
paper
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Study the list of sources below and catagorize each
as either a primary or secondary source for each problem.
If the source does not relate to the problem, leave the
space blank.

SOURCES PROBLEM ff1
What was Richmond
like at the begin-
ning of the Civil
war?....

Civil War diary (1860-1865) primary1111
Traveler's journal of
visit to South, 1850's primary

PROBLEM ff2
How did the Rich-
mond Times DTTatch
cover the Ford -
Carter campaiEn?

Your history textbook
account

Letter from campaign
headquarters concerning
press coverage

secondary secondary

secondary

Property deed for 1861
business primary

Interview with present
Richmond Times Dispatch
MITE--

Richmond Tin.as Dispatch,
November 1, 1860

secondary
primary - 1976 Editor

secondary - 1981 Edit

primary

A spinning wheel, ca.
1850 primary

A modern historian's
account of Richmond's
selection as Capital of
the Confederacy

secondary

aw11111MINIMM

Book on history of
Richmond politics ©
1977

aly.
Richmond Times Dispatch,
November 17-1-076

secondary

(secondary if
article about above

secondary

primary

.'Records of a Richmond
church, mid-1800's primary

IM10111
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SOURCE

Inventory of a Richmond
home, 1860_

Magazine survey of elec-
coverage of Virginia
newspapers, 1976

1979 interview with Rich-
mond historian on
building still in use
since the 1850's

PROBLEM #1
What was Richmond
like at the begin
ning of the Civil
War?

primary

How did the Rich-
mord Times Dispatch
cover the Ford -
Carter campaign?

secondary

411MIV =.11110111
Richmond print, 1858

....1011.1.1111.

Civil War Times Illus-
trated, June 197?

1976 article by Rich-
mond Times Dispatch
FartrarwiraiCiii
the history of politi-
cal views of that
paper

secondary

primary

secondary

primary

J0.110.1=111111,1

* * *

NOTES:

1. The dates, "1860-1865," have been added after the source,
"Civil War diary." These dates do not appear on the students'
sheets, but may be helpful for the teacher to add for pur-
poses of discussion.

2. The answers on this KEY SHEET are suggested answers. Some
of the sources are difficult to label as definitely pri-
mary or secondary. Interpreted differently, a source could
be either primary or secondary. Let the students brainstorm,
give their suggestions, and defend their choices. If a
student can logically defend his choice, his answer must
be accepted as correct for him. (See Evaluating Evidence
under Activity #1.)
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ASSEMBLING, ARRANGING AND ANALYZING EVIDENCE
IN HISTORICAL RESEARCH

or"Fitting the pieces of the past together!"

Historical Question:

Question:

Source
Topics/Chronololy, etc.
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TESTING YOUR SOURCES FOR EVIDENCES List any evidence you find that supports your hypothesesunder the column of the source you are using.

Map Newspaper Green Mount Music
YOUR HYPOTHESES.

2.

3«

5.
.........----

6.

7
..........................................

...................,_..........................

9.

Lo.
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Dear Debra,

How would you like some very young teachers to bring your
students interesting lessons and activities on ththking skills
and museums? Let me explain. For the past five years, I have
spent a good part of first semester helping the sixth grade TAGstudents develop analytical and creative thinking skills,
became aware of the diversity of sources, and learn research
skills. Museums lend themselves to all of these goals, and our
Smithsonian trip in December was to enable the students to
apply the skills they had learned here in class, actually use
objects to gain knowledge, and to become more aware of the
exciting learning benefits of exhibits and objects. Students
selected from the areas of history, science, or art and focused
their classroom preparation and museum experience on that chosen
interest. Several of the specific objectives of this study
include:

-7-- understand that knowledge exists in many forms
-to develop inquiry and questioning skills
-to improve critical and creative thinking skills
-to sharpen powers of observation and interpretation
-to become an active participant in the learning process
-to provide a personal aesthetic and emotional experienceas part of the learning process
-to broaden opportunities for research beyond secondary
sources

-to apply skills to local museums and
-to share knowledge with other students in a meaningful way.

Each year I work to improve this, study, and in accordance
with one of the overall TAG goals to develop meaningful outlets
for the knowledge they gained, I would like for the 6th grade
TAG students to work with some of yodr students. What could be
more meaningful than having them share what they learned withtheir peers and incorporating TAG into your classes? It is so
important for the TAG students to realize how to use what they
have learned in many different and personal settings. In additionto learning how to use various thinking skills to interoret
types of sources, they have contacted local museums- visiting,
calling ,And writing, and gathered a wealth of information on
what's available in our area.

The 6th grade TAG students are now busy developing ideas forlessons. They have brainstormed many learning activities they
think students would like and have come up with extended activities
for your students as well as additional outlets for themselves.
They have been learning the sequence of a good lesson and fitting
their ideas into that process.

Telephone (804) 222.7030
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They are working in groups of two or three and I think
would be comfortable working with a group of 8-10 of your students

at a time. If you would like to involve some of your students
in this special opportunity, please respond on the attached form.

Since the number of 6th grade TAG students is relatively small,
there is no way to extend this opportunity to all of your students.
I wish there were! I might suggest that you and your team
teacher work together on which of your students will be involved.
Please see us before you inform the students so we can be sure
that there are enough teaching groups to go around.

The lessons will be conducted in our museum. The general
time frame we have in mind is the end of January and the beginning

of February. If my students work with your group, I will talk
with you about specific plans. If Judy's do, she will get with You.
Judy, the students, and I thank you for joining us in this unit.

Sincerely,

1.20
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Teacher

If you would like to lend us a few of your students
for a "museum lesson," please indicate that desire below
by completing each section.

Yes, I would like for some of my studetns to
participate in a TAG museum lesson.

eat 4 .L-;ht,4444441,14N/.2-, 'fied4;ft
,cam u-de., ,tit.e.nt../42ct

Peri s I prefer. (Please give 1st, 2nd, 3rd choices.
The time will depend on the release
of the TAG students doing the
teaching.)

per 404,

fA9 412,
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Dear

In the last month, we have watched our enthusiastic6th grade students actually "develop into teachers." Theyhave taken what they learned at the various Smithsonianmuseums, combined that with their interests, appliedanalytical thinking skills, added a "sales pitch" formuseums as fun places to learn, and created their ownlessons. We are excced about what C.eir creative mindshave produced, and we hope your students will enjoy theexperinece.

As a follow-up to your agreeing to lend us some of
your students to "be their students," we have developed ateaching schedule. Your time is :

Period

Date

Would you please select 10 from your class to participate
and send us those names by Monday? On your given day andperiod we will come to your room and take your group tothe museum for their lesson.

We hope that your students will gain from and enjoytheir "new teachers!" They are certainly excited aboutit. Many thanks for your cooperation and help!

Sincerely,



Dear

Earlier I gave you a letter concerning the 6th gradeTAG students teaching other 6th grade students. The
purposes of their lessons are to get others interested inusing and enjoying museums and developing critical think-ing skills through objects and visual experiences. TheTAG students have been working dilegently to plan and
develop their lessons and activities, and they are excited
about this opportunity. We have scheduled them for the
periods requested by the teacher. Would you please excusethe following students from your class to teach their
lessons in the museum. They will be expected to make uptheir work. Thank you for your help as we eacourage our
students to spread cheer, spread knowledge, and apply their
newly learned skills as "budding teachers!"

Sincerely,

123
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SAMPLES OF DEVELOPED ACTIVITIES
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WHY DO WE HAVE MUSEUMS?

Museum Functions- A Scavenger Hunt

Museums are special places to go to learn and to have tun!
When you visit you can see a lot of what a museum does and a lot
of what it has. There is even more, however, that goes on
"behind the scenes." In this activity you will find out more
about museums and what they do--and we will use our own John
Rolfe Museum to do it.

Below are listed 5 major functions of a museum and what those
functions mean. Your mission is to find each star in our museum.
Each star is evidence of one of those functions. Figure out which
function each example represents and list it under that museum
function/purpose.

As you find examples of each in the John Rolfe Museum, note
them below:

COLLECTING (adding items to EXHIBITING (displaying)
the museum's collectionl

PRESERVING (protecting the objects) RESEARCHING (one ex: checking
to see if an object
is authentic)

INTERPRETING (finding ways for the public
to understand the meaning of
the objects; helping people
learn new information

125
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IV

SUGGESTIONS FOR AN OBJECT ANALYSIS ACTIVITY

Objectives for an object analysis may include:

-Relate knowledge of o ?riod culture and life to objects in question.-Analyze objects and render personal interpretation.
-Measure the accuracy of personal interpretation againsthistorical data.
-Refine inquiry skills.
-Apply analytical abilities to past, present and future lifestyles.-Learn to use sources beyond the written word for historical research.-Dist:Lic..; new attitudes acquired by studying the past through objectsand evaluate in relation to life today.

V. Sample questions in developing an object analysis activity mayinclude the following examples.

Introducing Object:

What is the object?
What was if-; purpnse?
1iow was it used?
Was it used in daily life or for special occasions?Was it handmade/machine made?'
What do the objects tell you about the life of its owners?
What might the "history" of the object have been before it wasacquired by the museum?

Analyzing Object_for General Conclusions:
With what type of perso.t would each object be associated?If using this object where might you be?
What Light you be doing?
Could you find yourself in a similar situation today? If so, what?Could this object be used today? How? Available? Why or why not?In a different form?

Follow-up:

-Compare and contrast modern technology to these objects.
How are our lives similar/different?
Predict which objects will be the same 100 years from now.Which will be different or obsolete? Explain your hypotheses.

-By looking at the past, nresent, and future through objects, whatbroad conclusions can you draw about the needs of people in anyperiod of time?

-How do you feel about studying history through ob'ects? Explain.

126



Activity Four

Questions! Questions!

Along with many other sources you might use (such as newspapers, diaries,
letters, records and documents, works of art, books, buildings, nature, etc.)to find out what life was like at a particular time and place, YOU can studyobjects or artifacts. If the objects are authentic and not reproductions,
you can really touch the past!!! Perhaps the best way to get the full
meaning of an artifact is to ask yourself some questions about it!

What is the object?

What was its p'trpose?

How was it used?

Where could it have been used?

Was it used in daily life or for special occasions?

Was it handmade or machine-made?

Who would have used this object?

What does the object tell you about the life of its owner(s)?

What might the "history" of the object have been before it found itsway into someones attic or a museum? Create a short story around itslife and use!

I

I
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a)

Activities Two and Five

Classification Chart

A. After discussing hypotheses as what life might have o(o like in the time period or special situatuinrelated to objects being studied, classify each of the Activities and fill in one category for eachcolumn. Several examples are given below to give you start.

B. After completing Activity Three (Observations) and Activity Four (Interpretations), continue yourinvestigation of the objects by classifying each of them under the categories you wrote earlier.

Communi- Decorative Entertain-
cation Items ment

i , A.



Observation and Identification Chart

A. Using your five senses, find out 89 much about the objects as you possibly can!

Object # Color Shape Materials Feels
Used Like

(Textures)

Sounds
Like

Activity Three

Smells Tastes What do you think theLike Like object is?
(If applicable)
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KNOWLEDGE; IT'S rl. AROUND OS!!!.

JUST OBSERVE AND INTERPRET!
110110,64.46.1.0114Mitappr.r OW. -.v. OM*, 4111,11.

Exhibit 02
Exhibit 03

dow tnat you have grouped
things that you think go
together, what would you
call each cacegory?
(CLASSIFICATION)

List the types of
sources in each
category

cNelect from each A,.1°1

category one object
that interests you.
(I VALUATION)

Describe it in as much
detail as you can. Use
Your five senses;

(ANALYSISIOKERVATiON)

Natural
Sciences

q

moo,. ,p..
Exhibit #4

Artifacts

imim Ow ..
Written
documents/
Primary
Sources

.....

14.81141& / , .6 - -

.1,1..What kinds of informatiot
caneach one give you?
What can it toil you
about when it came from
who used ;', people's

tilestyles,etc?

(INTERPRETATION)

- - - R. ,. -

Exhibit #5

Architecture

"O I
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galleries. 7e as creparatIon cr. ^.1 a wi
exhibits into the classroom.

'came
SLIDE PRO(1RAM: "'ow to Use a Museum

As a Resource"

1. Slides from the AMERICAN HISTORY YUSEUY Smithsonian vrtstituticn
A. Philadeloh ",!arket Scene--19th Century (1700's)

1. write down everything you see in this scene.

2. Make 2 "educated guesses" ( hypotheses) about l_fein Philadelphia during the 18th cen. based on what youhave observed in 41.

a.

b.

3. I could orove the truth of my hypotheses by...

B. Complete the chart:

What do you see?

What kind of oeoole
might have used this?

OBJECT
CRADLE TEA SET COL L

What do you think their
life might have been like?

* rat skills did you just use?
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SLIDE PROriRAM: ''How to Use a ".useum
As a Resourco"

IT. Slides from the NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS Smithsonian Institution
A. What to 00 fc7: Adaptations to Environment

Write down any evidence you see of adaptations toeach environment.

1. Eskimos Type of environment/habitat

2. Mountain Goa a
environment/hapitat

3. Deer
environment/habitat

sealrammOwIrsms....

Compare (things that are similar) and contrast (things thatare different) mountain goat and deer environments.
Similarities

Differences

8. What to do: How would you use your five senses to d,_scover asmuch about these birds as you could and what do you think youcould discove4. if you could pick them up? Select appropriate sersez1. specimen drawer- Naturalist Center
Look-

Listen-

Feel-

cmell-

Taste-

* ,,That skills did ,tou just use?



SL:DE PROCRAM: "How to Use a Museum
A., a Resource"

III. Slides from the NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
A. !that to 40 for: Portraits That Show a Personality

1. Napoleon In His Study by Jaques-Louis David
What the objects /elements of the tainting tell youabout the person.

Objects.

B. What to 40 for: neriod, Theme and Style. Period

T.That they "tell

Madonna and Child
Giotto

The Alba Madonna
Ranhael

Theme cty/e

!01R.............,

The Houses of Parliment,
Sunset

:Ionet

The Artists Garden at
Vetheuil

Vonet

C. What to 44 for: '°hat art can tell you about lfestyles, peon Lei,- cc'ds, and times--art as a social document.
The Dancing Couple

, The Copley Family(Jan Steen)
(John Singleton Conley)

* What skill3 did use?

(inevra De'Benct
(Leonardo daVinci)



"WHEN YOU ARE RACK IN THE CLASSROOM.,."

SUGGESTIONS FOR A MUSEUM VISIT FOLLOW-UP

These sample questions present opportunities for in-depth "After theTrip" discussions, writing assignments, or enrichment. These types
of questions develop critical and creative thought. They require thehigher level thinking skills aAd can be used as a cillmination to the
museum visit.

1. History

a. Analysis

Compare (similarities) and contrast (differences) in two
exhibits. (Themes, types of objects, exhibit design, etc.)

b. Synthesis

After looking at objects that help us better understand past
events and people, predict possible items that you think will
be exhibited in a history museum to tell about American lifein the 1980's.

c. Evaluation

"The past is worth preserving." Support or refute that state-
ment using what you saw and learned in the museum.
Based on your museum visit, how has your view of history
changed?

2. Art

a. Analysis

Compare and contrast two styles of painting.
b. Synthesis

Create your own work of art....

...to illustrate a technigu found in the museum.

...to make a social statement about life in the 1980's,

...to (your own idea).

Predict what you think art will be like in the twenty-first
century (consider materials, techniques, themes, etc.).

c. Evaluation

Learning about works of art is a valuable oart of your
education. Based on your experience in the galleries, supportthat statement.

Based on your museum visit, how has your view of art changed?

134
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3. Sciences

a. Analysis

Select two animals chat live in different environments.
Expalin how their apnearances relate to their habitats.

b. Synthesis

Based on your observations of airplane design over the
years, illustrate what you think the plane of che twenty-
first century will look like.

c. Evaluation

"Science at best provides us with questions, not absolute
answers." Norman Cousins

(Found in the National Museum of Air and Space.)

-Explain what you think this statement means using examples
of objects you saw in the museum.

-Explain what you think that statement means from the
nersnective of space, natural history, technology, etc.

-Based on your museum visit, how has your view of science
changed?

-Of the scientific developments you found exhibited in the
museum, which do you think is the most valuable to man's
progress?

4. Any Type of Museum

Evaluation

Name the objects/exhibits/works of art which did the following
for you:

Taught you the most
Really interested you
Made you think about the future
Produced the deepest feelings
Made you think of a time or event in your own life.

135
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ASSEMBLING, ARRANGING AND ANALYZING EVIDENCE

IN HISTORICAL RESEARCH

"Fitting the pieces of the past together!"

Historical Question:

Question:

Source

or

11101.)lCS/C1 r01101()9I,_uk,!.



Places where vou can heco7e

An Detective

Manuscript libraries- nusums

Historical Societies, ie. Virginia, Eenrico, Richmond, etc.

Church records

Public libraries, ie. microfilm of newspapers

Businesses (past record, ownership, prices, objects, etc.)

State and local Llovernment offices

(County Clerk

cfcorder of (1._:(.'

Bureau of Vital 7.tatistics

Clerk of the Courts
Info. on births, deaths, taxes, inheritance, licenses,

marriages, divorce, property ownership, bankruptcies,

census records, lawsuits, judicial recJrds.

Cemeteries

Monuments

U. S. Geological Survey Map Information office, Washington, D.C, 202

The National Archives.

Federal Archives and Record Centers (Records for Virginia are in

Philadelphia)

Chief of Archives Branch

Federal Archives and Record Center

5000 Wissahickon Avenue

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

(215) 915-9588

There are moi Can you find an v?
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HISTORICAL PRINTS

PHOTOGRAPHS

NEWSPAPERS

WORKS OF ART

PORTRAITS

DIARIES

.0 JOURNALS

40 LETTERS

II COUNTY &
CITY RECORDS

BOOKS

INVENTORIES

WILLS

DEEDS

MAPS

DOCUMENTS

MEMOIRS

PERIOD

LITERATURE

to OBJECTS



SKILLS

RESEARCH

APPLICATION

ANALYSIS

CLASSIFICATION

OBSERVATION

INTERPRETATION

COLLECTION &

r:) ORGANIZATION OF DATA

-"'THESIS

IMAGINA.I .

HYPOTHESILII,

EVALUATION

DECISION-MAt.,

REASONING

CREATIVE THINKING

15 CRITICAL THINKING

PROBLEM SOLVING

INQUIRY I

- DEFINE THE PROBLEN

- DEVELOP HYPOTHE$ES

- TEST HYPOTHESES

- DEVELOP CONCLUSIONS

- APPLY CONCLUSIONS

ATTITUDES & VALUES

CURIOSITY

RESPECT OR COMPLEX

ANSWERS

EXCITEMENT FOR LEARNING

VALUING EVIDENCE

FOR ACCURACY

OBJECTIVITY

TOLERANCE FOR AMBIGUITY

RESPECT FOR QUESTIONS

PRIDE IN & RESPECT FOR

THE PAST



EVALUATION OF SOURCES

The first two excerpts are taken from Frederick Law
Olmsted's The Cotton Kin7!en. Olmsted traveled in the South
in the early 1850's. :his took is his first-hand account
of the South in its pre-Civil years.

December 11, 1952
" Wish to see for myself, and shall report with candor

and fidelity, to you, the ordinary conditions of the laborers
of the South, with respect material comfort and moral and
intellectual happiness." (p. xvi)

As you read the two short accounts, evaluate Olmsted's
"candor and fidelity" with rcgard to seeking provable facts,
opinions, emotions, etc. 3e a,are that these oxamp]es are
only two pa saes fro.1 A :.tic.-y;_: L triL) that each
statement is an excerpt from a broader description.

111=111M10.111...1111111M ,,o.svmnw..roeo...o.ISm.IMIM.IIIIINO

A. "I...then left for obile, on the ..:Teamboat Fashion,
a clean and well-ordered boat, with polite and obliging
officers...

There were about one hundred pas5?h:;ern on the
Fashion, besides a number of poor people and negroes on
the lower deck. They were, generally, cotton-planters,
going to r4obile on busine.71s, or emigrants bounj to Texas
or Arkansas. They were u,ually well dressed, but were
a rough, coarse style of people, drinkin a p.reat
and most of the time under a little alcoholic excitent.

ian
.

Not sociable, emept wh::n the toPios of coton,
and ncrToes, we;e started; intr9sted, :1;:wc:ver.
about theatres clIS 1.ne turf; wri prcfani rtert =hoing
Lhe handles of crrlcealed weapons
but notnot quarrelFlo-le.
and re!.,.pect;ful t.n in anoth,?r. is :or77., of wor':::; very

rrawiTx.4. = r f ;

cYalld of r

and pi.,rel7 hatlt_ cl thousht: cnci
reliant mvf.:1::ni.." (rn.

Read 017.:,tel's ar:!.louh*
facts anq

a. b7;low at of r r; ,

140
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b. List below at least two statemants of personal opinion.

.11111011.1.11 10 =. .1M......1.101 ..... MOD

SI.PhOININNIMM0.1.....001IMM.ml.Y.OwIMO. A..M.=00 ..mm.=

c. Other comments in relation to evaluating the account:

B. "During the forenr'on my road continued broad and
straight, and I was told tat it was the chief cutl.:17, and
thoroughfare of a very e:;t.rsive a7,ricultural district.
There was very little in cultivation within sicult
of the road, however; -.pt a rifle of it fenced, in twimty,
and the only houses wr,.?. The r3oil varies from
a coarse, yell )4 to sandy _Loa:n.
There were indication ,-.uch of the 1:nd had, at e,ome
time, been under cultivationhad been wore out, and
deserted.

Long teams of mules, driven by negroes, toiled
slowly towards the town, with loac!s of rice or c^ttnn. A
stazo-coach, wit:1 six h,:r3es TO drzg it throuzh the heavy
road, covered me, as it ra3sc-!, with dust; and twio, Imet a styliA carri fa_3hionably-rla'l ,:entj.err.n andladies, and primly-liveried 11:,L.-ro-sorvant: but much the
greatest traffic of the road a,-; done by :mall on,?-horse
carts, driven by white men, or women." (p. 179)

Pead this account again carefully, looking for provable
facts and opinions.

a. List below at least two statements of provable fact.

limft 01011.0

b. List below at least two st',tc.men'.5 of

c. Other comments in evah.),Vm;



WHEN SOURCES DISAGREE....

WHAT DO YOU DO?

In the process of using a number of different

sources, you hit a snag when sources don't agroe on

particular facts. So who is right? That can be

difficult to figure out, if at all, you are faced

with the question of whom to bel'A.eve. Below are three

criteria you can use to help you decide which source

is the most accurate. This formula may not always work,

but it gives you a start.

1. Closeness- The source closest to the event in
time and space, if not ar -tual observer or
participant. These sources are the contemporary
accounts of events, descriptions of life and thoughts
and the original words of official documents
which we call primary sources. The problem is that
these sources are often a mixture of eyewitness
and hearsay evidence. They can also be filled
with oclot ion Lather t.I)r nbjf-7!ctivity 0' im-
partiality. In addition, time lapses may dull
someone's memory--the event took place in 1610
and the person doesn't write about it until 1622.
Pretend that you are asking, "Fere you there?" "How
long ago?" Doing what?" and "Who are you anyway?"

2. Competence- The source most capable of understand-
ing and describing a situation. A witness may he
intelligent and write well but net be an expert
on the topic.

Examples:

a. Would you rather learn about a football
game from a member of the team or someone
attending a football game for the first
time?

b. Could a lawyer describe a courtroom scene
better than a man off the street who came
to observe?

c. Could an architect better describe a
building than someone who is passing by.

There are exceptions to any example, but you get
the idea!

3. Impartiality- The source with the least to gain from
distorting the facts. Reasons to leave out or add
to facts vary, or there is emotional envolvement
in the event.
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Official records such as election results,
weather, sports statistics, transportation
records, prices, etc. are recorded by people
whose jobs are for that purpose. Discounting
error, they are accurate and without emotion.
On the other hand, when people know they are
being recorded, they tend to go beyond the
normal facts, expand or leave out--make them-
selves or their organization look good. Is
the Declaration of Independence and impartial
account of the English monarchy in the 1700's?
Is the football player impartial in trying to
convince a referee? Is a description of
a person impartial if given by someone in love
with that person?

Through good detective work and use of other
sources you can figure out how to get the most
from a source.

Good Luck!

(Credit: Segments Taken From
Researching, Writing
and PEblishinjf6FTr
History
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??? IN SEARCH OF

SOURCE

"IMMO .1111,4"fteworPra luNhaMPINFir,

NH (book, primary
document such as map, letter,

print, photograph,etc.,
object, art, etc.)

t

WV/

WHERE LOCATED IN MUSEUM
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TEACHER GUIDELINES

FOR PLANNING A MUSEUM VISIT

Teachers play vital roles in all phases of a museum visit, thus
binding museums and schools in common goals for learning. Below
are suggested guidelines making a museum experience an integral
part of classroom instruction.

A. Evaluate what the museum visit can do to enhance learning
beyond the resources available in the school.

B. Develop objectives for the visit. Refer to broad goalslisted when developing specific objectives.

C. Visit the museum to become familiar with the exhibits andidentify the ones wh..ch best complement your instruction.

D. Inform the museum educator of:

1. objectives for the visit
2. curriculum
3. ideas as to how the museum visit should relate

to your classroom instruction
4. the needs, levels, and interests of your students.

E. Inquire as to the various programs and services available andselect a program that addresses the needs above. If plannedprograms do not meet your curriculum needs, make suggestionsas to alternative activities or special areas of focus.

F. Conduct appropriate classroom preparation in terms of knowledge
you expect students to gain.

H. Discuss the following with students in preparation:
1. nature of the collection
2. purposes and functions of the museum
3. type of program in which they will be involved
4. objectives of visit

skills and attitudes necessary for a successful
museum visit.

I. Develop appropriate follow-up in the classroom.
1. oral and written evaluations and activities
2. evaluation of scudent performance and particirltion
3. student evaluation of experience
4. "after the trip" questions related to exhibits (focus

on analysis, synthesis [creative thinking], and
evaluation)

5. creative products related to the museum experience fordisplay in classroom and/or museum
6. application of skills, i.e. observation and ::nference,

in classroom lessons.



EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF A MUSEUM VISIT

II. The following are broad goals which a teacher can use in planninga museum experience.

-To learn how to use a museum as a resource in research.

-To develop an understanding that knowledge exists in many
different forms.

-To understand relationships among sources of knowledge and
among the main disciplines of the humanities and sciences.

-To develop critical, creative and evaluative skills,

-To develop inquiry and questioning skills.

- To sharpen powers of observation and interpretation.

-To become an active participant in the learning process.

-To provide personal, aesthetic and affective experiences as
a necessary part of learning.

-To develop a love of learning.

- To broaden opportunities for research beyond secondary sources.

- To enjoy a museum and see it as an educational institution,
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SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK RELATED TO ARTIFACTS
AND AN ACTIVITY IN THE ROLFE MUSEUM.

A sixth grade social studies teacher at Rolfe,
Miss Annie Evans, used objects and an activity from
the Rolfe Museum for lessons on the use of artifacts
in discovering the lifestyles of people of the past.
The lessons included an object analysis and hypothe-
sizing lesson using objects with which the students
were unfamiliar, a creative writing assignment based
on their hypotheses, and the extension of thinking
skills in an additional lesson on how objects reveal
the past. Samples of student work are included from
the two social studies classes. These two classes
will visit the museum in January fcr follow-up lessons.



My archaeological find is a deer skin stretched out on a wooden frame of

sticks. The animal skin is soft In some places but rough in others. It also

has about fifteen peculiar holes in it. Some are smaller than a dime and some

041 /are almost as large as a quarter. Listen to my theory on it.

Once, in 1,200 A.D., there was a little girl who lived somewhere in the
ceamL

Middle East. Her name was Taharine (Tah-hah-rin). She was eleven years old.

Taharine had a ten year old sister named Chahadine (Cha-hah din). Taharine

and Chahadine often got bored once their chores were done because there were

no children other than themselves in that area. They tried to find ways to

amuse themselves but nothing ever worked.

One evening when her mother was skinning a deer her father had caught,

A Taharine sat down to watch. After a few minutes Taharine suddenly had an

idea. "Mother," she asked, may I please have the skin of the next deer Daddy

catches?"

"Yes, dear, but run off to bed now. It's late," her mother replied.

Taharine ran off to bed but she wasn't in any hurry to sleep. She wanted to

tell Chahadine her plan. Taharine leaped into the tent-like structure the two

girls slept in and landed on Chahadine.

"Ouch!" Chahadine exclaimed.

"Sorry," Taharine replied, "but listen, I have a great idea for a game!"

"Really?" Chahadine asked.

"Yes," Taharine answered. Taharine then told Chahadine her plan.

The next day Taharine and Chahadine asked if they could go hunting with

their father. To their delight he said yes.

On their hunting outing Father shot three deer with his arrows and

spears. The last one was hard to catch. Father shot three arrows at it and
148



had to jab it many times with a spear. (Remember all the holes?)I

Their father said that they could have the third deer if they cleaned it.

It was a nasty job, but the chi!dren knew the outcome would be worth it.

Taharine started to skin the deer while Chahadine went to gather sticks

in the woods. On Chahadine's way back she spotted some rocks the size of a

half dollar. She took them. When Chahadine returned, Taharine had finished

skinning the deer. Taharine was delighted to see all the things Chahadine had

brought from the woods. She had brought four sticks that if tied together

licely around the deer skin. Also she brought two long sapling

trees and eight half dollar sized stones.

They carried the four sticks for the frame and the deerskin down to the

stream. Taharine dipped the deerskin into the water. Chahadine got some old

strips of deer hide. They first tied the four sticks together f1siz, form a

frame. Next they borrowed (without asking) a knife from their father and

poked holes around the edges of the skin. After that they stretched out the

skin and tied It to the inside of the frame. Then they hung it In the woods

so it would dry without their parents seeing it.

They then went off to find berries. They found a lot. There were many

different kinds. Next they borrowed (without asking) eight clay pots of their
,66.PL1

mothers. (What a sneaky pair of kidj u-They squeezed the berries into

different pots to make dye. After that they put a rock into each color. They

hid them in the woods so their parents wouldn't know.

Next they went back to their deer and cut off and cleaned two of its

hoofs. They also sawed off its antlers. Then they cut off the rest of the

deer's skin and dipped it into a pot that they had filled with water. They

cut it up into strips and laid it out in a sunny patch in the woods to dry.
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Then they decided to go to bed. They planned to get up early in the morning

to work on their game.

In the morning the kids woke up before their parents. They went to the

woods am.: found their stones ary, Their deer hide had dried too. After that

they chopped the saplings into sticks about an arm's length long. Then they

scraped the bark off. They even whittled their names into them. They went

looking for a big boulder next, Then they found a large log which they

chopped into two pieces as high as the boulder. They cut grooves into the

tops of them. The grooves ,.:ere about as wide as the sticks on the frame.

Next they took the antlers and the deer hide strips and formed a basket with

the antlers as a base. They then tied the deer hoofs on two sides of the

frame for decoration. They set the logs next to the boulders and set the

frame on the boulder and logs. After that they put the basket next to the

table and the whittled sticks next to it.

Do you know what game they'had invented?

The very first pool game is the correct answer.

I don't know what happened to the rocks and the deer hoofs. I don't know

what happened to the basket either. The logs and pool sticks disintegrated.

But I'll always have the story of the very first pool game.
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V

Observation and Idenc,fication Chart.
. Using your five senses, find out as much about the objects as you possibly

can!
Object If Color Shape Materials

Used

Grey
red
ru49
bloc_,K

Feels Sounds
Like Like
(Textures)

13crnpq I It'AJKIthk.
-clt

neal
(*Ur pori

OAr

iS \t.e

fbnoei

rough

Smells
Like

+Fro- ha%
been VkA111+

Tastes What do you think theLike
object is?

(If applicable)

fi
P

Questions! Questions!

Along with many other sources you might use (such as newspapers,
diaries,

letters, records and documents, works of art,
books, buildings, nature, etc.)

to find out what life was like at a particular time and place, YOU can study
objects or artifacts. If the objects are authentic and not reproductions,you can really touch the past!!! Perhaps the best way to get the full
meaning of an artifact is to ask yourself

some questions about it!
1. What is the object?

D. What was its purpose?

3 .How was it used?

4. Where could it have been used?

1..Was it used in daily life or for special occasions?(Was it handmade or machine-made?
'1 -Who would have used this object?
1-What does the object tell you about the life of its owner(s)?q, What might the "history" of the object have been before it found itsway into someones attic or a museum? Create a short story around itslife and use!/ .
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Archaeological Artifacts
Archaeologists have been working at four sites and have

uncovered evidence of human life. The sites are in different places
and from different times. Examine the evidence below. Then answer
the questions about the people who lived at each site.
emmtalnom,

Site A

plows

outlines of mud huts

dog and OM bows

_cotton....Jr., ,.. .1: ..: -.3.....: ..i.,, ;,- .. iir. e...

rilontro **.
Ir. 4:4. 1:.; 40--Ttfr

Site B

tablets with inscribed
amounts

storerooms with jewelry
and pottery

:
144.4amerr

silk clothes

outlines of large houses

1. How might the people have made their living?

Site A. ff Pare Mi 4i 1C.

Site B: I k!.

Site C. h \

Site D

:

WORKBOOK: Unit 1, Close-Up

I' \ 1 k. lk
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2. Write down another artifact that might be found at each site.
Site A:

Site a

Site C:

Site D: (y., tY
raw

11...

3. How might the people at each site have gotten most of their clothing?
Site A:

Site B:

Site C:

Site D:

4. How might each group have gotten its food?

Site A.

Site B:

Site C:

Site D:

aoci othiz r -tht.n

as it .Ito

ktili

harness, 00 hun+inci
5. List the sites in order from the most advanced to the least advanced. Giveevidence to support your answers.

Site l3 MOST ADVANC%D
.

71 Site D

Site I) it, h,.
Site

TRB 30

llit( f.1
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. Using your five

Object 0 Color

Ui

Observation and Identification Chart

senses, find out as much about the objects as you possibly

Shape Materials
Used

IP.

Feels
Like

(Textures)

1

Sounds Smells
Like Like

'Mc
Sttoryl-h

4-\r,e.

can!

Tastes What do you think theLike
object is?

(If applicable)

N or
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P

B
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Questions! Questions!

Along with man other sources you might use (such 33 newspapers,
diaries,

letters, records end documents, works of art, books, buildings, nature, etc.)
to find out what life was like at a particular time and place, YOU can study
objects or artifacts. If the objects afe authentic and not reproductions,you can real:7755ER

the past!!! Perhaps the best way to get the full
meaning of an artifact is to ask yourself

some questions about it!
What is the object?

a What was its purpose?

How was it used?

L Where could it have been used?
5 Was it used in daily life or for special

occasions?C Was it handmade or machine-made?
7 Who would have used this object?
/What does the object tell you about the life cxf its owner(s)?What might the "history" of the object have been before it found its
way into someones attic or a museum? Create a short story around its
life and uael
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MUSEUM AND RESEARCH CENTER COLLECTION
P0R YFAP nNE. (MATERIAL FOR YEAR TWO
ARE DESCRIBED IN THE BODY OF THE FINAL
REPORT.)



Materials develoned cr acguired:

- Booklets written for distrihution at presentations
on the project. They vary according to the nature
of the audience. The most recent one, written for
teacher workshops, is attached.

- A booklet written for museum educators. I wrote
this one for distribution at a presentation I gave
two years ago at the annual Virginia Assosziation
of Mw;eums Conference. It will be used through
this project as a means of sharing with museums
the needs of students and teachers visiting museum
sites(interprofessional cooperation).

- A narrative on ideas for exhibits (submitted to
exhibit desirmer.

-Explanations of exhibit illustrations.
- Three transparencies I designed for student in-
struction and teacher in-service on following
topics:

1. primary sources
2. the inquiry process and related

thinking skills and attitudes
3. observed and proposed changes in

student attitudes and behavior
as a result of exposure to this
project and its educational philos-
ophy

-Books and materials sent by Dr. A. E. Gunther,
London, England, as a result of our correspondence
with him:

1.Ro/fe Family Records, Vols. I, III
copies

2.Rolfe Family Papers, (4 copies)
3.Mr. Gunther's Letters
4.Map of England on which he has marked
sites lived or visited by John Rolfe
and Pocahontas. For all sites he has
written narratives which the students
can use for developing exhibit labels.

5.A Guide to Old Beacham, Its History
and Architecture (A.E. Gunther)

-Copies of primary sources from Jamestown's
manuscript library:

1. Ch!Tters from-The Historie of
of Travell Into Virginia Britania
by William Strachey, (early 1600s)



a. "Manner of Government, Townes,
Houses, Dyet, Fishing, Fowling,
Hunting. etc." (12 copies)

b. Dictionarie of the Indian Language...
used within the Chessiopioke Bay..."
(from British Museum and Bodlian
Library, Oxford University)(12 copies)

2. "A True Relation of the State of Virginea"
Lefte by Sir Thomas Dale Knight, in May last
1616, by John Rolfe (12 copies)

3. Chapters from Travels and Works of Captain John
Smith, Edward Arber, ed.
a. "Relation of Virginea," Henry Spelman

(12 copies)
B. "Letter to the Earl of Salisbury, 15

December 1607" (12 copies)
c. "Of the Natural Inhabitants ofVirgillia,

1607-1609" (12 copies)
d. "A Relation from Master John Rolfe,

Jure 15, 1618" (12 copies)
e. "A iarticular of such nicessaries as

either private families or single
persons shall have cause to provide to
gre to Virginea..." (1 copy)

4. Purchas His Pilqrimes (description of life
in Virginia (12 copies)

-Natural materials such as deer hide, sinew, ligaments
hooves, w, stones, shells, marsh grasses, etc.
purchased .om Jamestown to make reproduction' Indian
tools and other objects. Students have made these
objects using the methods the Indians would have used,
thus making the interpretation more authentic.

-Reproduction Indian artifacts such as rake, hoe,
fishing spear,. hunting spears, bow, bark scraper,
flaking. tools, and knife (student made)

-Twenty 8"X 12"mounted color photographs of Woodland
Indian life and activities (taken in Jamestown Indian
Village and prepared for classroom use).

-Ten 8" x 12" mounted deBry engraving prints made
from 1590's drawing and by John White at Roanoak

-A Briefe and True Re ort of the New Found Land of
Virg n a, the Comp ete 1500 Edition 28 En ravin s
by Theodore deBry, camp by Thomas Harr ott.
-Student developed interpretive activity using above
mounted photographs and prints.
-Interpretive Diary written by student during his
artistic creation of a 10' x 4' mural of the Virginia
woodlands.
-The McAvoy collection of prehistoricami woodland Indian
objects and colonial objects (approximately 100 pieces)
-The Wallace Collection of Indian artifacts (11 pieces)
-The Herbal or General Histor of Plants, 1633 edition-/r-R-74ft copy Tr-EFF-Fint, The Marc age of John Rolfe
and Pocahontas," State Library (English Version)

-20" x 24" copy of the print,"The Baptizm of Pocahontas"



(State Library)
- 11" x 14" copy of color print of a Pocahontas
portrait (State Library)

-8" x 10" photographs of portraits of Pocahontas
or events in her life (State Library)

-"John's Royal Wife," a paper by David Garrett.
- "The Descendants of Pocahontas, An Unclosed Case",
E. Moore and R. Slatlen, Magazine of Virginia

- i'anuscrlpt of book, The Romance of Pocahontas, 1910.
- The Coming of WillouTEITTITICie R. Stone.
- aMaster John Rolfe, Husbandman," by William Gaines,
Jr., Virginia Cavalcade

-"The Name and Family of Rolfe,"Roots Research
Bureau, New York
-"A History of 'Varina on the James'," a paper by
Janet Stoneman

- "A New Theory: A Paper on Varina and its Early
Neighbors in the Seventeenth Century,"Edward R.
Thompson
- 42" x 30" framed chalk drawing of Captain John Smith
-Christopher Wren and St. Paul's Cathedral, Ronald
Gray

- Building the Medieval Cathedrals. Perry Watson
- Autographs, 1701/2, Elizabeth Lawrence-Dow (books
on local landgrants, with copies of signatures
acquired in the Office of Public Records, London)

- A Collection of all of the Acts of the Assembly of
Virginia, 1733, Virginia State Bar

-1-8 maps of early Henrico County and Richmond,
copies from the State Library Archives

-Original Newspapers: Gazette of the United States, 1789

1835The World/New York
1860The New York Herald
1861- Copy of Virginia GazeiEi7leptember 27,
1787

-770 books on history and literature, ranging fran eighteenth
to ti4entieth century history (donated by an historian)
-Large portfolios containing articles and materials on
three types of historians and their careers:

a. the researcher
b. the architectural historian
c. the archaeologist

-.DK, artifact bastes containing objects fran the 18th century
-An "Object Analysis Lesson"--I have included a teacher guide,
observation and hypothesis charts for students, and suggested
questions for object identification, avd follow-up questions
-Activity lesson guides written by Richmond area teachers
following a workshop in the John Rolfe Museum

-Objects from various periods of American history, donated
by Mrs. Maude Motley, a former resident of Varina

a. Confederate soldier's discharge papers, 1864



b. a World War I helmet
c. a gas mask and case
d. a Malvern Hill commemorative brick
e. a brass coat of arms frame
f. Confederate military letter, Sept 19, 1984
g. Confederate money, fifty dollars

-"How we Study History," a study ur:it which guides
students in a step-by-step process to learn how
to examine primary sources and objects to gain
knowledge of the past. Slides are included,
(developed by Colonial Williamsburg)

-A collection of primary sources on the social
history of Virginia, 1760-1775, Primary sources
include:

a. newspaper entries
b. Bible records
c. portraits
d. a map
e. Vestry book
f. journal entries
g. a game
h. wills
i. an invoice

These sources are accompanied by an introductory
categorizing of the documents by subjects,
activity description for each source, procedures,
discussion topics, student worksheets, and extended
activities (developed by Colonial Williamsburg).

-Materials and activities collected and developed
by some of the twenty Henrico County teacners who
participated in a four day workshop in Williamsburg
funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities
in 1982. One of the strategies stated in this
grant proposal is to have the Rolfe Historical
Research Center serve as a clearing house for
these projects, develop an inventory for each
secondary school, and disseminate the materiaals
throughout the county as requested. The materials
from this NEH project that are here thus far
include a wealth of resources and are listed below.

1. The Development of Colonial Architecture
in Henrico County (86 copies)
Anne F. Colley and George Wise, Highland
Springs High Schopl, Architectural
investigative activity for Meadow Farm,
Varina Farm and Wilton. (Classroom sets
of copies of 8 x 111/2 photographs of the
nouses and architectural features are
included.

2. Historic Houses Alone the James: Tours for
Student rte, Sally J. Ranson and
Bonnie G. Martin, Hermitage High School.
Investigative activities based on Wilton,



Shirley, Westover, Berkley, and Carter's
Grove.

3. Experience Williamsburg, A Guide to
Planning For Educational FielaTiTE7s,
victoriamanniongs "Nigh
School, descriptions of educational
opportunities available at Colonial
Williamsburg.

4.
c201-2f1ALcIALt22111ilaili4

5. The Colonial ''illiamsburg Crafts Series
(1 copy of each):

a. The Blacksmith in Eighteenth
Centur Williamsbur

b. The Bookbin er in El hteenth
Century 11rnsur-°

c. The Wi maker in Ei hteenth
Century Williamsburg

d. The Silversmith in Ei hteenth

e.

Century Williamsbuil
f. The Leatherworker in Ei hteenth

g.

Wiifiamsbur .

6.
r)tir-Archaeolo-icalTheColoniaWiliaxSeries copy each) Digging for Carter s

Grove, Ivor No41 Hume
James Getty and Sons, Colonial Craftsmen,
Ivor NObl Hume.
The Wells of Colonial Time Capsules,
Ivrr No61 Hume
Potter and Porcelain in Colonial
Wil lams urg Archaeoloaical Collection.
Ivor Noel Hume
Glass in the Colonial Williamsburg
Archaeological Collection
Ivor Noel Hume
Archaeology and the Colonial Gardner,
Audrey Hume
Food, Audrey Hume

7. Guides to Colonial Williamsburg filmstrips.
Contents of each include script, discussion
questions, student activities, and
additional reading suggestions (1 copy of
each).
Cooking In Colonial pays
The Craftsman in Colonial ariinis
371ETTFEFInepenerteMalng

The -Planter Statesman of Colonial Virginia

The Cooper
The Gunsmith



8. A Colonial Williamsburg Activity Book (3 conies)
9. Legacy From the Past
10. Williamsburg Collection of Antique Furniture
11. Eighteenth Century puzzle of BritisiTmonai-7.....hs
12. Plants of Colonial Williamsburg

This list completes the NEH materials to date. Other
materials and activities are yet to be collected.
- Family records, charts and history of the Bland family
- Family records, charts and history of the Hatcher family
- Family Tree, an Interact simulation unit
-A blank genealogical chart, Roots Research Bureau, N.Y.
- "Exhibit Design: Observations of a Student." a guide
developed last year when museum students visited and
analyzed two local museums to gather exhibit ideas
.Clissification cf present student activities in the
museum according to the five major functions
-Seventeen prints of great works of art from the
National Gallery of Art

- Let's Get Lost in a Painting, E. Goldstein
-Mommy, It s a RenofF77We use of art postcards for
interpretatiOFTA77&lfe

-See the Paintings! A Handbook for Art Appreciation
In the Classroom, Brook and Senators

- w-interpretiR1-Aa As a Social Document," developed
as a classroom follow-up after I took students to
the National Gallery of Art(ideas based on a program
there)

"Using Critical and Creative Thinking in the World of
Art," a unit with emphasis on reading, writing, and
thinking skills (Paula Dunnevant and Anne Vaden)

-Master Register of 1976 Bicentennial Projects
- Com rehensive Calendara7117-6 Bicentennial Events
- Of icia Master Re erence for 97 Bicentennia
Activities

-How to Visit a Museum, David Finn
- Nearby History, David KYvig and Myron Marty
-Prologue, National Archives publication (2 copies)
Chwters of Freedom posters, Nat'l. Archives
-Sounds of Hiszou, Nat'l. Archives cassette
- A More Perfect Union
-The Federalist PakDers
-We the People , six copies of the Constitution
- File on the 1987 Constitutional Bicentennial
-Units and primary sources and documents produced by
the National Archives. Each box contains approximately
50 copies of original documents pertinent to the
period and guidelines for student use of primary
source materials:

a. The Constitution, Evolution of a
Government

b. The Civil War, Soldiers and Civilians



c. The Progressive Years, 1898-1917
d. World War I, The Home Froit
e, The 1920's
f. The Great Depression - The New Deal
g. World War II, The Home Front
h. The Truman Years, 1945-1953

- List of County of Henrico Historical Society Library
Holdings

- File collection (on-going) of historical topics,
local museum programs and exhibits, museum and
research activities, etc.

-Slide Programs:
1, "Search for the Past" , the work of five major

types of historians and how they cooperate
in uncovering the past (produced by Anne Vaden)

2. "The Riches of Richmond: Its Cultural,
Historical, and Educational Resources"(A. Vaden)

3. "Images In Time," slides put to music
revealing a sampling of exhibits at the
Smithsonian and National Gallery (produced by
Anne Vaden and Paula Dunnevant)

4, "How to Use a Museum As a Resource",
examples of five major functions of a
museum (collecting, preserving, researching,
exhibiting, and interpreting) and lessons on
how to make observations and interpretations
in history, natural science, and art exhibits.
(A. Vaden, and P. Dunnevant)

5. "A Glance at the National Museum of American
History (A. Vaden and P. Dunnevant)

6. "A Glance at the National Museum of Natural
History ( A. Vaden and P. Dunnevant)

7. "A Glance at the National Gallery of Art"
(A. Vaden and P. runnevant)

-A unit on museum as keepers of diverse sources
of knowledge and how to Use those sources effectively
is presently being written and tested at Rolfe and
Byrd Middle Schools by Anne Vaden and Paula Dunnevant.
Copies of this unit will be made available in the
John Rolfe Museum and Historical Research Center for
use throughout the county.
-A unit on the U.S. Constitution is presently being
written and tested at the above schools by the same
teachers, and it will also be available upon completion.
(It should be noted that grant funds were not used to
produce these units.)
-Sixth grade students in the Talented and Gifted Program
at Rolfe and Byrd Middle Schools are presently
designing lessons on museums as exciting places to
learn, focusing on the areas of history, art, and
natural sciences. They will teach these lessons to
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students in their regular sixth grade classes.
The Rolfe students will teach their lessons in
the Rolfe Museum. All lessons from Rolfe and
Byrd will be placed on file in the Museum for
future use.

- Recording Your Family History
-Researching, Writing, and Publishing Local

History
- Tracing_ your Ancestry (book and Logbook)
-Technic' Leaflets:

Documenting Collections: Museum Registration
and Reports

Designing Your Exhibits: Seven Ways to Look at
an Artifact

Planning Exhibits:From Concept to Opening
Traveling Facsimile Exhibits for the Local

Historical Society
Exhibit Labels: A Consideration of Content
Methods of Research for the Amateur Historian
History for Young People: Organizing a Junior

Society
History for Young People: Projects and Activities

- Guide to the Manuscript Collections of the Virginia
Historical Society.

-American Antique Newspapers: Pre-1800
: 1800-1961
Civil War Years
Reconstruction Era

- Far West
- The Management of Small History Museums
- A Guise to the Care an A ministration of Manuscripts
-Local History Collections, A Manual for Librarians
-Local Government Records; An Introduction to Their

Management, Preservation, and Use
-Museum Reference Posters
- Exhbiits for the Small Museum
- Making Exhibit Labels
- Help for the Small Museum; A Handbook of Exhibit

Ideas and Methods
- School Groups are Welcome; Ideas and Suggestions for

Guides and Guardians of Historic Houses and Museums
-ArEHival Book Plates
-Embossing Stanp
-A Guidebook to Vir inia's Historical Markers
-Virginia Landmarks Register
- Cobblestone Subscription
-Back Issues of Cobblestone

Archaeology
Art of Photography
Black History Month
Constitution
Genealogy
Libraries
Newspapers in America
Presidential Elections
Starting A Nation
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-DuPont Mylar Map Envelopes by Hollinger
-DuPont Mylar Newspaper/Print Envelopes by Hollinger
-Document Preservation Storage Kit
-Archival Mounting Board, 8" x 10"
-Archival Mounting Board, 11" x 14"
-Archival Document Repair/Hinging Tape

Plans for continued growth of this Museum and Historical
Research Center mean continued acquisition and development
of materials, resources, and activities.
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